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Notation and Terminology
Notation
IR indicates the set of real numbers
D indicates a set of data objects
S indicates a subspace of D
O indicates a mixed attribute data object
x indicates a vector
xi indicates the ith element in x
θ indicates a set of parameters
θˆ indicates an estimated value of θ
‖ · ‖2 indicates the squared Euclidian distance
Terminology
Outlier An exact definition of an outlier often depends on hid-
den assumptions regarding the data structure and the
applied detection method. In Table A.1, typical outlier
definitions are listed.
xvii
xviii NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
Outlierness Outlierness is the degree to which a data object is an
outlier.
Outlier detection Mining outliers in observed datasets based on a cer-
tain outlier definition. It is also known as anomaly
detection or novelty detection.
Top-n style Instead of a binary outlier indicator, top-n style out-
lier methods explore the n most suspicious data ob-
jects. They provide a ranked list of objects to represent
the degree of ‘outlierness’ for each object. The users
(domain experts) can re-examine the selected top-n
(where n is typically far smaller than the cardinality
of dataset) anomalous objects to locate real outliers.
Precision Precision= nreal-outliers in top-n/n. We set n as the num-
ber of real outliers if possible.
Abstract
Detecting outliers which are grossly different from or inconsistent with the re-
maining dataset is a major challenge in real-world knowledge discovery and data
mining (KDD) applications.
The research work in this thesis starts with a critical review on the latest
and most popular methodologies available in outlier detection area. Based on a
series of performance evaluation of these algorithms, two major issues that exist
in outlier detection, namely scattered data problem and mixed attribute problem,
are identified, and then being further addressed by the novel approaches proposed
in this thesis.
Based on our review and evaluation it has been found that the existing outlier
detection methods are ineffective for many real-world scatter datasets, due to the
implicit data patterns within these sparse datasets. In order to address this issue,
we define a novel Local Distance-based Outlier Factor (LDOF) to measure the
outlierness of objects in scattered datasets. LDOF uses the relative location of an
object to its neighbours to determine the degree that the object deviates from its
neighbourhood. The characteristics of LDOF are theoretically analysed, including
LDOF’s lower bound, false-detection probabilities, as well as its parameter range
tolerance. In order to facilitate parameter settings in real-world applications, we
employ a top-n technique in the proposed outlier detection approach, where only
the objects with the highest LDOF values are regarded as outliers. Compared
to conventional approaches (such as top-n KNN and top-n LOF), our method,
top-n LDOF, proved more effective for detecting outliers in scattered data. The
xix
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parameter settings for LDOF is also more practical for real-world applications,
since its performance is relatively stable over a large range of parameter values,
as illustrated by experimental results on both real-world and synthetic datasets.
Secondly, for the mixed attribute problem, traditional outlier detection meth-
ods often fail to effectively identify outliers, due to the lack of the mechanisms to
consider the interactions among various types of the attributes that might exist
in the real-world datasets. To address this issue in mixed attribute datasets, we
propose a novel Pattern based Outlier Detection approach (POD). A pattern in
this thesis is defined as a mathematical representation that describes the major-
ity of the observations in datasets and captures the interactions among different
types of attributes. The POD is designed in the way that the more an object
deviates from these patterns, the higher its outlier factor is. We simply use lo-
gistic regression to learn patterns and then formulate the outlier factor in mixed
attribute datasets. For the datasets which outliers are randomly allocated among
normal data objects, distance based methods, i.e. LOF and KNN, would not have
effective. On the contrary, as the outlierness definition proposed in POD is able to
integrate numeric and categorical attributes into a united definition, the numeric
attributes would not represent the final outlierness directly but contribute their
anomaly through categorical attributes. Therefore, the POD will be able to offer
considerably performance improvement compared to those traditional methods.
A series of experiments show that the performance enhancement by the POD
is statistically significant comparing to several classic outlier detection methods.
However, for POD, the algorithm sometimes shows lower detection precision for
some mixed attribute datasets, because POD has a strong assumption that the
observed mixed attribute dataset in any subspace is linearly separable. This lim-
itation is determined by the linear classifier, logistic regression, we used in POD
algorithm.
Chapter 1
Introduction
“Of all the data mining techniques that are in vogue, outlier detection comes
closest to the metaphor of mining for nuggets of information in real world data
ever-increasingly collected.– – Sanjay Chawla”
Outlier detection is an important research problem in data mining that aims
to identify objects that are considerably dissimilar, exceptional and inconsistent
with the majority of the observations in the relevant datasets. It is concerned
with discovering the exceptional behaviour of certain objects [54]. Outlier de-
tection techniques have been widely applied in medicine (e.g. adverse reactions
analysis [30]), finance (e.g. financial fraud detection [18]), security (e.g. counter-
terrorism [56]), information security (e.g. intrusions detection [31]) and so on.
In recent decades, many outlier detection approaches have been proposed, which
can be broadly classified into several categories: distribution-based [5], depth-
based [57], distance-based (e.g. KNN) [36], cluster-based (e.g. DBSCAN) [13]
and density-based (e.g. LOF) [7] methods.
To facilitate better understanding of the latest techniques in the outlier detec-
tion domain, dozens of outlier detection techniques are critically reviewed, and
their performances are evaluated via a set of experiments. Based on these studies,
two problems are then found very prevalent among the latest outlier detection
techniques, which are:
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1. Scattered data problem. It is found that many of the real world datasets
have very scattered space structures, which then leads to a relatively high
false positive rates for the targets detected by the current outlier detection
methods.
2. Mixed attribute data problem. Real world datasets are usually comprised
of both numerical and categorical attributes. However, because the inter-
actions between different types of attributes are not considered in most of
the current outlier detection methods, the performance on mixed attribute
datasets turned out unsatisfactory.
The scattered data problem and the mixed attribute data issue mentioned
above will be introduced and discussed in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2, respectively.
1.1 Scattered Data Problem
Real world data usually have a scattered distribution, where objects are loosely
distributed in the domain feature space. That is, from a “local” point of view,
these objects cannot represent explicit patterns (e.g. clusters) to indicate normal
data “behaviour”. However, from a “global” point of view, scattered objects
constitute several mini-clusters, which represent the pattern of a subset of objects.
Only the objects which do not belong to any other object groups should be genuine
outliers. Unfortunately, common outlier definitions depend on the assumption
that most of objects are crowded in a small number of main clusters, and thus
are incapable of dealing with scattered datasets, as mini-clusters in the dataset
will cause a high false-detection rate (or low precision).
Besides the scattered data problem, the parameter of outlier detection ap-
proaches are usually difficult to be selected appropriately for real world datasets.
Most outlier algorithms must be tuned through trial-and-error [14] process, which
is somehow impractical, because there is usually no or only very limited number
of labeled cases available in real world applications, and hence it is hard to evalu-
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ate the detection performance without involving domain experts. Therefore, the
detection result will be uncontrollable if parameters for the algorithms are not
properly chosen.
1.1.1 Top-n style outlier
To deal with the parameter setting problem, researchers proposed top-n style
outlier detection methods. Instead of a binary outlier indicator, top-n outlier
methods provide rankings of objects in regards to the degree of ‘outlierness’ for
each object. The users (domain experts) can re-examine the selected top-n (where
n is typically far smaller than the cardinality of the dataset) anomalous objects
to determine true outliers. Since this detection procedure can provide a good
interaction between data mining practitioners and domain experts, top-n outlier
detection methods become more and more popular in real world applications.
Distance-based, top-n Kth-Nearest Neighbour distance [46] is a typical top-
n style outlier detection approach. In order to distinguish from the original
distance-based outlier detection method in [36], we denote Kth-Nearest Neighbour
distance outlier as top-n KNN in this thesis. In this method, the distance from
an object to its kth nearest neighbour (denoted here as k-distance) indicates
outlierness of the object. Intuitively, the larger the k-distance is, the higher the
outlierness the object has. Top-n KNN outlier regards the n objects with the
highest values of k-distance as outliers [46].
A density-based outlier, Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [7], was proposed in the
same year as top-n KNN. In LOF, an outlier factor is assigned for each object with
respect to its surrounding neighbourhood. The outlier factor depends on how the
data object is closely packed in its locally reachable neighbourhood [14]. Since
LOF uses a threshold to differentiate outliers from normal objects [7], the same
problem of parameter setting arises. A lower outlierness threshold will produce
high false-detection rates, while a high threshold value will result in undetected
genuine outliers. In recent real world applications, researchers have found it more
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reliable to use LOF in a top-n manner [54], i.e. only objects with the highest LOF
values will be considered outliers. Hereafter, we call it top-n LOF.
Besides top-n KNN and top-n LOF, researchers have proposed other methods
to deal with real world data, such as the connectivity-based (COF) [54], and Res-
olution cluster-based (RB-outlier) [14]. Although the existing top-n style outlier
detection techniques alleviate the difficulty of parameter setting, the detection
precision of these methods (in this thesis, we take top-n KNN and top-n LOF as
typical examples) is low on scattered data. In Section 3.1 in Chapter 3, we will
discuss further on the problems of top-n KNN and top-n LOF.
1.1.2 Local distance-based outlier factor (LDOF)
In this thesis we propose a new outlierness measurement, named Local Distance-
based Outlier Factor (LDOF), which is sensitive to outliers in scattered datasets.
LDOF uses the relative distance from an object to its neighbours to measure how
much objects deviate from their scattered neighbourhood. The higher the viola-
tion degree an object has, the more likely the object is an outlier. In addition,
we theoretically analyse the properties of LDOF, including its lower bound and
false-detection probability, and provide guidelines for choosing a suitable neigh-
bourhood size. In order to simplify parameter settings in real world applications,
the top-n technique is employed in our approach. To validate LDOF, we perform
various experiments on both synthetic and real world datasets, and compare our
outlier detection performance with top-n KNN and top-n LOF. The experimental
results illustrate that our proposed top-n LDOF represents a significant improve-
ment on outlier detection capability for scattered datasets.
1.2 Mixed Attribute Data Problem
The majority of the current outlier detection methods are designed for homoge-
neous datasets, i.e., they only contain a single type of attributes, like numerical
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or categorical attributes. However, real world datasets are usually more complex.
They often consist of different types of attributes, e.g. categorical (nominal) and
numerical (continuous) types, called mixed attribute data. For example, a data
object in a personal income survey contains numerical attributes (e.g. working
hours per week) and categorical attributes (e.g. occupation). In order to handle
mixed attribute data, researchers usually convert different types of attribute val-
ues into a single type. For algorithms working only on numerical datasets, mixed
attribute datasets have to be recoded. Categorical attribute values are recoded
as integer values (e.g. 0, 1, 2, ...), and then mixed with the numerical attribute
values of the original dataset [6]. Meanwhile, for some algorithms designed for
categorical datasets, numerical values will be discretised into several bins, and re-
garded as a set of categorical values [10]. However, the recoding and discretising
methods for dealing with mixed attribute data have several very obvious draw-
backs. Recoding or discretising will introduce noise or lose information in the
attribute conversion process [19], which could then result in significant deterio-
ration of the detection performance. Furthermore, single type attribute outlier
detection methods are not designed to consider interactions between categorical
and numerical attributes, which implies that the outlierness or anomaly in mixed
attribute datasets caused by the interaction between different types of attributes
can not be effectively detected by existing single type attribute methods. In
Section 2.8, a review of outlier detection techniques for mixed attribute data is
provided. Based on our discussion, the existing mixed attribute algorithms also
share the same problem incapable of handling the interactions between differ-
ent types of attributes. Therefore, the problem motivates us to propose a novel
outlier detection technique for mixed attribute data.
1.2.1 Pattern based outlier detection approach
In this thesis, we propose a Pattern based Outlier Detection approach (POD),
which is able to effectively consider interactions between different types of at-
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tributes without attribute conversion processes (e.g. discretising or recoding).
The pattern mentioned in this thesis in defined as a mathematical representation
that describes the majority of the observations in datasets and captures the in-
teractions among different types of attributes. Based on this definition, a new
outlier factor for mixed attribute data is proposed. The more an object deviates
from these patterns, the higher its outlier factor is. In POD, we simply use logis-
tic regression to learn patterns and formulate the outlier factor in mixed attribute
datasets. To validate our approach, we compare POD with three other typical
methods, LOADED [19], KNN [46] and LOF [7] over a series of mixed attribute
datasets from both synthetic and real world. Experimental results show that the
performance improvement by the POD is statistically significant comparing to
several classic outlier detection methods.
1.3 Road Map
This thesis is organised as following. In Chapter 2, we perform a critical review
and experimental evaluation on current outlier detection techniques, from which
two problems in current outlier detection techniques are identified. In Chapter 3,
our local distance outlier detection method is proposed to solve the scatted data
problem. The pattern based outlier detection technique is presented in Chapter 4
to address the mixed attribute problem. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis with a
discussion on the future work.
Chapter 2
Review on Outlier Detection
In this chapter, we provide a structured and luminous review of outlier detection
techniques. In sections followed, the most typical outlier detection techniques
and their variants are critically reviewed and discussed. Furthermore, the most
reviewed outlier detection techniques are theoretically and experimentally eval-
uated using several data configurations in which outliers are obvious, but some
algorithms fail. The process of techniques evaluation provides a great help for
us on deep understanding of current outlier detection techniques and sparking
new ideas. The organisation of the review is as follows. In Section 2.1, we brief
the motivation of the literature review, and in Section 2.2, we give an overview
on outlier detection techniques. In Sections 2.3 - 2.8, we discuss six categories
of outlier detection techniques separately. Finally, conclusions are presented in
Section 2.9.
2.1 Motivation of the Review
We have witnessed considerable research efforts in outlier detection in the past
a few years. Lots of outlier detection techniques have been proposed for solving
specific problems or cases in real world applications. To facilitate better un-
derstanding of latest techniques in outlier detection domain, dozens of outlier
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detection techniques are critically reviewed and their performances are discussed
based on the evaluation in experiments. We have two motivations of performing
this review:
1. help us to systemically understand current outlier detection techniques by
the analysis of their advantages and disadvantages.
2. help us to find problems in current outlier detection techniques and spark
new ideas to handle the problems.
In recent years, several surveys on outlier detection have been published, such
as reviews in [25] and [8]. They have done fantastic work on generalising and de-
scribing outlier detection methods in multiple categories. Based on their efforts,
in this review, more attention has been paid for evaluating detection capabilities
applied on typical data configurations in which outliers are obvious, but some
algorithms fail. The detection performance of each method over typical data con-
figurations is discussed in Appendix B, and demonstrated in a table (Table B.4).
In a sum, our contribution to this review is:
• structurally reviewed outlier detection methods, and evaluated their detec-
tion capabilities applicable to a set of typical data configurations.
• identified two problems in current outlier detection methods, and provided
research directions on solving them.
2.2 Overview of Outlier Detection Techniques
2.2.1 Outlier definitions
Though a large number of outlier detection techniques have been explored, there
is no universally accepted definition of outlier. Generally, outliers are data objects
which deviate the majority of the observed dataset. The majority in the observed
dataset usually share well defined behaviours, called normal behaviors [8]. As
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Figure 2.1: A demonstration of outliers.
shown in Fig 2.1, most data objects are crowded into three components/clusters,
N1 and N2. Obviously, the two isolated objects, O1 and O2 are outliers.
However, the definition of an outlier has been differently represented in vari-
ous outlier detection literatures. These definitions are proposed with respect to
specific method-based outlier detection techniques. In Table A.1, typical defi-
nitions of outliers are presented, in that they represent the “interestingness” of
outlier detection tasks in different categories. For example, the outlier defini-
tion in graph-based outlier detection techniques suggests the graphical position
of data objects is crucial for identifying outliers [39]. On the contrary, in the
density based outlier definition, outliers can be only explored in low density re-
gions [7]. Being defined differently, those outlier definitions listed in Table A.1
all aim at identifying instances of unusual behavior when compared to the rest
majority of observations. From the point of view of data attribute type, most
definition, say except Hawkins [23], are for numeric attribute data. In Chapter 4,
we introduce a new outlier definition for mixed attribute data.
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2.2.2 Applications of outlier detection techniques
With a large amount of data being collected, applications of outlier detection
abound in fields such as financial fraud, counter-terrorism, criminal investigation
and computer intrusions. Some outlier detection applications are briefly intro-
duced:
• Fraud detection: This refers to criminal activities occurring in commercial
organisations, where malicious users (actual customers or ID theft) consume
the resources provided by the organisations without authorisation. There
are four typical cases:
1. Credit card fraud detection [18].
2. Mobile phone fraud detection [15].
3. Insurance claim fraud detection [62].
4. Insider trading detection [11].
• Medical and public health anomaly detection: Outlier detection techniques
have been widely used for monitoring and analysing abnormal medical
records. The applications in the medical domain are:
– Medical sensor data monitoring, e.g electrocardiograms (ECG) and
electroencephalograms (EEG), for detecting anomalous organ condi-
tions [40].
– Adverse drug reaction analysis [30], to highlight potential adverse drug
reaction patterns.
• Intrusion detection: This type of application is used for detecting mali-
cious activities on computer-based networks, such as ID theft, break-ins,
penetrations and other kinds of computer abuse without authorisation [31].
• Industrial defect detection: Outlier detection techniques have been used to
monitor sensor data to detect defects occurring in a mechanical unit or in
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a whole system [34].
• Other domains: novelty detection in text data, sensor data, speech data [2],
digital images; fraud detection in Web applications [28].
2.2.3 Categories of outlier detection techniques
In this review, we classify outlier detection techniques into six categories: statistics-
based, neighbourhood-based, relative density-based, classification-based, clustering-
based and special domains. In the statistics-based category, outlier detection
methods using statistics techniques, e.g. plot-box method and minimum vol-
ume ellipsoid method, are introduced. In the neighbourhood-based category,
k-nearest neighbour outlier detection technique and its variants are reviewed. In
the relative density-based category, the typical method referred is local outlier
factor as well as its variants. In the classification-based category, both one-class
and multi-class classification outlier detection techniques are discussed. In the
clustering-based category, several methods based on clustering algorithms are
presented. In the last category, the outlier detection methods for mixed attribute
data are reviewed as the topic in special domain section. Experimental and the-
oretical evaluation of reviewed methods is performed and discussed in Appendix
B. Finally, Table B.4 demonstrates evaluated detection performance of reviewed
outlier detection methods.
2.2.4 Challenges in outlier detection
Currently, there are many difficulties existing in outlier detection tasks, such as
inexplicit boundaries between normal and abnormal, or an inappropriate outlier
definition which cannot represent all features of anomaly objects, or the lack of
labeled data for training and validation [8]. However, at an abstract level, there
are four main challenges for researchers of outlier detection:
1. Outlier detection in mixed-attribute datasets. In current outlier detection
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techniques, most outlier definitions are designed either for numeric datasets
or for categorical datasets. However, in real world applications, datasets
collected usually contain multi-types of attributes, e.g. categorical, numeric
and interval. Since most outlier detection methods process different types
of attributes separately rather than consider interaction among them, those
methods can not handle mixed-attribute data effectively [19].
2. Outlier detection in high-dimensional datasets. As is known, in high dimen-
sional datasets the distance between a pair of objects has less meaning than
it has in low-dimensional datasets [38]. In other words, in high-dimensional
datasets, the distances between every pair of data objects are almost the
same for a wide variety of data distributions and distance functions [60].
Therefore, it is hard to define an effective measurement to indicate the
anomaly degree in high-dimensional datasets.
3. Outlier detection in evolving datasets. As the objects in evolving datasets
are dynamically changing, the current criteria of abnormal behavior might
not be sufficiently representative in the incoming data. Furthermore, the
learned parameters in outlier detection methods might be significantly bi-
ased by an incomplete dataset.
4. Outlier detection in very large datasets. Scalability is one of the main fo-
cuses in data mining as well as other fields of computer science. In the
applications of outlier detection, the scalability of algorithms is also cru-
cial. For example, in fraud detection, there are huge number of financial
transaction records that need to be processed every day. It is necessary that
fraud detection techniques to be used for very large datasets are efficient.
Because of the research interest of the author, more attention in the survey is
paid for handling of mixed attribute data, while less attention to the other three
challenges. The mixed attribute data challenge will be carefully discussed in the
specific category, Section 2.8.
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2.2.5 Review methodology
This literature review aims to obtain a broad picture of current outlier detec-
tion techniques. It is based on the previous work of outlier detection surveys,
such as [25, 65, 8]. The literature to which we refer in the review are extracted
from conferences/journals on data mining and machine learning, such as Inter-
national Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD), Inter-
national Conference on Data Ming (ICDM), International Conference on Very
Large Database (VLDB), Pacific-Asia Conference on Knowledge Discovery and
Data Mining (PAKDD) and Journal of Machine Learning Research (JMLR).
In this review, we not only focus on the basic idea including definitions and
assumptions for each classic method, but also refer to typical variants of them.
In addition, the advantages and disadvantages for each method reviewed are
summarised at the end of each category. In the evaluation process, we perform
experiments for most of the methods applied to these data configurations by us-
ing source codes implemented by others or by the author. For those methods for
which we cannot neither find the source code nor implement them, we theoreti-
cally analyse their outlier detection performance. The evaluation procedure and
data configurations are discussed in Appendix B.
2.3 Statistics Based Approach
Let us start with very traditional outlier detection methods: statistics based meth-
ods. The underlying principle of statistical based outlier detection approaches is:
“An anomaly is an observation which is suspected of being partially or wholly
irrelevant because it is not generated by the stochastic model assumed” [3]. In
statistical outlier detection techniques, an outlier is not only an extreme data
value, but is surprisingly extreme among the dataset we observed.
This kind of outlier detection technique is based on a key assumption:
Normal data instances occur in high probability regions of a stochastic model,
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while anomalies occur in the low probability regions of the stochastic model [8].
Generally, there are two steps under the principle of statistical based ap-
proaches [8]:
1. using statistical techniques to fit a standard statistical model to a given
dataset;
2. applying a statistical inference test to determine if a testing data instance
deviates from this model significantly or not.
Using a standard statistical model is the most important difference between
statistical based outlier detection methods and other methods discussed in Sec-
tions 2.4 - 2.8.
If we anticipate a normal distribution we may react quite strongly to certain
observations which would arouse no specific concern if the expected model is
longer-tailed, say log-normal or Cauchy. The purpose of statistical method in
examining outliers is, in broad terms, to provide a means of assessing whether
our subjective declaration of the presence of outliers in a particular dataset has
important objective implications for the further analysis of the data.
2.3.1 Typical methods
Gaussian model based methods may be regarded as one of the most typical statis-
tical approaches for outlier detection. Such techniques assume that an observed
dataset is generated from a Gaussian distribution. The simplest method is pro-
posed in [51], which uses µ ± 3σ interval to identify an anomalous data object
(µ is the distribution mean and σ is the standard deviation for the distribution).
As shown in Fig 2.2, the µ± 3σ interval captures 99.7% of the data instances. A
testing data instance is regarded as an outlier if it is more than 3σ distance away
from the distribution mean, µ.
Researchers extend it to multivariate datasets, which is proposed in [5] and
also referred in [47]. For tackling multivariate data, they use Mahalanobis dis-
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Figure 2.2: A demonstration of Gaussian distribution model.
tance [41] to measure the statistical position of each object in the data distribu-
tion. If the Mahalanobis distance of an object to the data distribution is greater
than a pre-defined threshold, it will be labeled as an outlier. In order to improve
the robustness of the Mahalanobis distance in the noisy dataset, [22] proposed a
covariance matrix estimator, named Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD).
The basic idea of MCD is iteratively searching for the minimum determinant of
the covariance matrix with a subset of normal data instances.
2.3.2 Variants
There are several types of variants of the methods used in statistical outlier
detection, exemplified as follows.
Graphical-aid method
This method can be regarded as a data visualisation tool which maps the data into
single or higher dimensional data spaces. Outlier is defined as: “An observation
(or subset of observations) which appears to be inconsistent with the remainder
of that set of data” [5]. Intrinsically, the points are identified as outliers if they
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Figure 2.3: A box plot for a univariate dataset.
are allocated outside the majority pattern or in particular positions of the graph.
Laurikkala et al. [39] use box plots to detect outliers in both univariate and
multivariate data sets by producing a graphical representation which allows users
to visually identify the outlying points. This method displays a five-number data
summary: i.e. lower extreme (minimum), lower quartile, median, upper quartile,
upper extreme (maximum) [39]. Outlier is the point beyond the lower or the
upper extreme values of the box plot, as shown in Fig 2.3. For multivariate data
sets, the authors recommend using reduced sub-ordering based on the generalised
distance metric using the Mahalanobis distance measure [25]. The Mahalanobis
distance measurement includes inter-attribute dependencies so that the system
can compare attribute combinations [25].
Anomaly scores
Grubbs [20] defined an anomaly score function, z score, to detect outliers in
a univariate data set. It assumes that the data are generated by a Gaussian
distribution. The z score function takes the form:
z =
|x− x¯|
s
(2.1)
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where x is a data object. x¯ and s are respectively the mean and standard deviation
of the data sample.
For identifying outliers, the author suggests a threshold, ta/(2N),N−2, which is
taken by a t-distribution with degree of freedom of (N − 2) at a significance level
of a
2N
[20]. A test instance is regarded as an outlier with the following condition:
z >
N − 1√
N
√√√√ t2a/(2N),N−2
N − 2 + t2a/(2N),N−2
(2.2)
where N is the data size.
Depth based method
Depth based method refers to the methods using the concept of computational
geometry and projects data objects into layers in k-dimensional space [65]. In the
statistical textbook [47], the authors define depth based outliers as: “depth based
outliers are points in the shallow convex hull layers with the lowest depth”. In
this textbook, two classic depth based methods are described: Minimum Volume
Ellipsoid (MVE) and Convex Peeling (CP). The MVE outlier detection method
uses an ellipsoid to fit around the dense area of the dataset. A point is regarded
as an outlier if it is outside the ellipsoid boundary. The CP outlier detection
method is based on computational geometry. Its basic idea is mapping data into
convex hull layers and assigning a depth to each point. The points on the convex
hull are labeled as outliers.
Mixture probability distribution model based method
Eskin [12] proposed a distribution based outlier detection method using a mixture
probabilistic model learned from observing datasets. In the mixture probability
distribution model, each object in the dataset falls into one of two cases: anoma-
lous object with probability λ, or majority/normal object with probability (1−λ).
In this framework, the author assumed there were two probability distributions
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generating the data: a “majority” distribution M and an “anomalous” distribu-
tion A. Thus, detecting anomalies is equivalent to determining which elements
are generated by the distribution A and which elements are generated by the
distribution M . In order to make this determination, the author measured how
likely each object is an outlier by comparing the difference change in the log
likelihood (LL) of the distribution if the element is removed from the majority
distribution Mt−1 and included with the anomalous distribution At−1. That is to
say, if the difference (LLt − LLt−1) is greater than a threshold c, the current ob-
ject is regarded as an outlier. The author used uniform distribution to represent
the anomaly distribution PAt , and used a fixed order Markov chain probability
modeling method over the current set of normal objects to build the probability
model PMt . The mixture distribution model outlier detection method takes two
pases through the data. The first pass trains the probability distributions assum-
ing that every element is normal. The second pass computes the change in log
likelihood of the distribution to determine the anomaly of the object.
2.3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of statistics based meth-
ods
Based on the review in statistical outlier detection techniques, the advantages are
summarised as follows.
Firstly, statistical outlier detection techniques represent an unsupervised method
for outlier detection without the requirement of labeled data, while also providing
a statistically justifiable solution for outlier detection if the assumption for the
underlying data distribution is true.
Secondly, for every test data instance, there is a confidence interval associated
with decision. Meanwhile, the confidence interval implies another assumption as
to the proportion of outliers in the whole dataset, e.g. 99.5% confidence (or 0.5%
significant level) implies that the number of outliers would be about 0.5% of the
whole dataset [5].
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Thirdly, if prior knowledge of the dataset is known, e.g. we know that the
waiting time in a queue follows a Poisson distribution, statistical based methods
will be effective.
However, this kind of methods have several disadvantages.
Firstly, methods in this category are too reliant on the data distribution as-
sumption. If the “real” data distribution is very different (or complex) from that
assumed, these kinds of methods will perform badly.
Secondly, as prior knowledge is required for the given data, e.g. mean and
variance, or number of components (Gaussian mixture model), these kinds of
methods need a lot of more efforts in order to deal with dynamic data, e.g.
streaming data or online data.
2.4 Neighbourhood Based Approach
The key idea of neighbourhood based methods is the use of distance or similarity
measurement to indicate the density of neighbourhoods [35, 37]. In [37], an object
x ∈ D is defined as an outlier if at least a fraction p of all data objects in D has
a distance above R from x. In other words, an object, x, is an outlier if the data
is sparse within the hypersphere with radius R. Compared with statistical based
methods, neighbourhood based outliers are defined by using the distribution of
distance of other objects to a given object.
2.4.1 Typical methods
k-Nearest Neighbour outlier (KNN) is a typical distance-based outlier detection
approach proposed in [37]. There are two parameters in KNN, neighbourhood
size, k, and hypersphere radius, d. An object O is an outlier if O has less than k
neighbours in the hypershere with radius d. As shown in Fig 2.4, given a constant
d, the object O1 is identified as an outlier if k is set greater than 4. Therefore,
either k or d can significantly influence detection results.
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Figure 2.4: A demonstration of k nearest neighbours method.
In [46], another kind of distance-based method , kth-Nearest Neighbour Dis-
tance, was proposed. In order to distinguish from the original distance based
outlier detection method in [37], we refer to the kth-Nearest Neighbour Distance
outlier as k-distance in this literature review. In the k-distance outlier, the dis-
tance from an object to its kth nearest neighbour distance indicates outlierness of
the object, as shown in Fig 2.5. Intuitively, the larger the kth nearest neighbour
distance is, the higher outlierness the object has. Thus, compared with statistical
based methods, the k-distance can be regarded as a kind of “confidence interval”.
The k-distance outlier regards the n objects with the highest values of kth nearest
neighbour distance as outliers [46]. The k-distance method does not require the
radius of the hypersphere to be set, which is usually crucial for detection per-
formance, but it needs users to define a ranking parameter, n, to indicate the
number of outliers mixed in the observed dataset.
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Figure 2.5: A demonstration of kth-nearest neighbour distance method.
2.4.2 Variants
In addition to the two typical methods, variants have been proposed in recent
years. They can be broadly classified into the following three categories.
Different anomaly score definition
The first type of variant is that using a different anomaly score definition. In
our proposed outlier detection technique [64], LDOF (local distance based outlier
factor) was proposed to overcome the problems of local outlier and mini-cluster.
LDOF uses the position of an object relative to its neighbours to indicate the
degree of the object’s deviation from its neighbourhood system. Because LDOF
uses the relative distance factor rather than the distance between object pairs
directly, it is suitable for use in scatted datasets. A top-n technique was employed
in this detection approach, where only objects with highest LDOF values are
regarded as outliers.
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Different distance/similarity definition
Another type of variant uses different distance/similarity definitions for different
features of datasets. Ghoting, et al. in 2004 [19] proposed a link-based outlier
algorithm, LOADED, for mixed attribute datasets. For dealing with categorical
attributes, they used association rules to determine dependencies of categorical
attributes. For numeric attributes, they calculated the covariance matrix to ex-
amine the anomaly of numeric values. To compute the anomaly score, the degree
of deviation of the two parts are simply added together.
Scalability
There are also several methods proposed for speeding up or reducing resources.
In [6], the authors proposed a new KNN algorithm, ORCA, in which algorithm
complexity was reduced to be almost linear, i.e., O(N logN). In [55], based on
the outlier notation in KNN, SNIF algorithm was proposed with a minimised I/O
cost.
2.4.3 Advantages and disadvantages of neighbourhood based
methods
Based on the review in neighbourhood based outlier detection techniques, the
advantages are summarised as follows.
Firstly, they provide an unsupervised approach for detecting outliers without
the requirement of prior knowledge of observing data.
Secondly, they can easily deal with different types of data attributes by defin-
ing appropriate distance/similarity measures.
Thirdly, many algorithms are available for significant reduction of computa-
tional resources for large datasets.
However, this kind of methods have several disadvantages.
Firstly, the performance of this kind of methods is too reliant on the distance
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function used to measure the degree of anomaly for each object, which is hard
to be effectively defined in high dimensional and complex datasets, e.g. mixed
attribute datasets and sequences datasets [8].
Secondly, the outlier definition is not strict. For example, in a sparse dataset,
normal data may be falsely detected as outliers if they do not have enough close
neighbours, where, on the contrary, in a dense dataset, anomalous data will be
ignored if they have enough close neighbours (but LDOF has been developed to
handle this issue to some extent).
2.5 Relative Density Based Approach
The relative density based outlier detection algorithm computes the local density
of a point x by using the average smoothed distances to a certain number of
objects in the locality of x. The definition of a relative density based outlier is
Outliers are points that lie in the lower local density with respect to the density
of its local neighbourhood [7].
2.5.1 Typical methods
In [7], a typical relative density based outlier detection method, LOF, was pro-
posed. LOF focuses on detecting local outliers, which is demonstrated in Fig-
ure 2.6. In Figure 2.6, there are two clusters, C1 is spare and C2 is dense. p1 is
a global outlier which obviously deviates both C1 and C2. However, p2 is also
obvious an outlier because it significantly aparts from C2. Thus, p2 is called local
outlier. LOF considers ratios between the local density around an object, x, and
the local density around its neighbouring objects. The basic idea of LOF is to
assign a density-based local outlier factor (LOF, i.e. density ratio) to each object
of the database denoting a degree of outlierness [7], as shown in Fig 2.6. An
LOF value of approximately 1 indicates that the corresponding object is located
within a region of homogeneous density (i.e. a cluster). If the difference between
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Figure 2.6: The 2-D demonstration of local outlier [7].
the density in the local neighbourhood of x and the density around the k-nearest
neighbours of x is higher, x is assigned a higher LOF value. The higher the LOF
value of an object is, the more distinctly is it considered to be an outlier.
Originally, in [7], LOF uses a threshold to differentiate outliers from nor-
mal objects, however, this is impractical in real world applications since the
threshold is problem dependent. A lower outlierness threshold will produce high
false-detection rates, while a high threshold value will result in missing genuine
outliers. In [32], the authors propose a new algorithm to efficiently mine the
top-n density-based local outliers in large datasets (i.e. those n objects having
the highest LOF value).
2.5.2 Variants
Local correlation integral outlier
In [44], another local outlier detection approach, Local Correlation Integral (LOCI),
for finding outliers in large, multidimensional datasets is reported. The authors
introduce the definition of the multi-granularity deviation factor (MDEF) to indi-
cate the outlierness of each object. The main difference between LOF and MDEF
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is that MDEF considers the set of objects in the r-neighbourhood rather than the
k-nearest neighbours in LOF. An object is regarded as an outlier if its MDEF
value deviates significantly (e.g. greater than three standard deviations) from
the local average value. The authors also introduced the LOCI plot, which can
provide the outlierness of the object as well as information about nearby clusters
and micro-clusters, their diameters and inter-cluster distances. In this way, this
approach becomes much less sensitive to input parameters. Further, in order
to handle large and multidimensional datasets, an approximative algorithm for
estimating MDEF values, aLOCI is proposed.
Spatial local outlier measure
In [53], another extension algorithm of LOF was proposed, the Spatial Local Out-
lier Measure (SLOM), for capturing the local behaviour of datum in their spatial
neighbourhoods. Because this method is focusing on spatial data mining, there
are two features which need to be taken into account in the spatial database:
spatial autocorrelation (objects are affected by their spatial neighbours) and spa-
tial heteroscedasticity (data variance is a function of the spatial neighbours).
With the consideration of the two features of spatial data, the authors define a
smoothed distance factor to indicate the degree by which the observed object
deviates from its neighbours. The outliers can be effectively detected with the
minimised influence of local data oscillation [53].
Connectivity based outlier factor
In [54], an improved local outlier factor was proposed, the Connectivity based
Outlier Factor (COF). COF is designed for sparse datasets, especially for sparse
contextual structure data. In COF, a set of nearest-path-of-neighbours of an
object is used to compute its outlierness instead of using their average distance
of each object pair. Thus, COF can effectively detect outliers in contextual
data structures, e.g., a line structure. Figure 2.7 demonstrates the difference of
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Figure 2.7: The comparision of neighbourhood between COF and LOF.
neighbourhood between COF and LOF in a line data structure.
2.5.3 Advantages and disadvantages of relative density
based methods
Based on the review in relative density based outlier detection techniques, the
advantages are summarised as follows.
Firstly, they provide a unsupervised learning method for outlier detection.
Secondly, they can effectively detect outliers in complex structure datasets
without the requirement of prior data knowledge.
However, this kind of methods have several disadvantages.
Firstly, they use distance measurement to indicate local density, this kind of
method is also inapplicable to high dimensional and complex datasets as well as
neighbourhood based methods.
Secondly, they share the same problem that exist in neighbourhood based
methods in which the outlier definition is not strict. Consequently, the detection
accuracy and detection rate will be significantly influenced in some cases.
2.6 Classification Based Approach
There are two sub-categories in classification based methods, multi-class methods
and one-class methods. The most important difference between the two sub-
categories is that the multi-class methods need labeled data, whereas one-class
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methods do not.
2.6.1 Multi-class methods
The basic idea of multi-class methods requires them to learn a model (classifier)
from a set of labeled data instance and then, classify a test instance into one of the
classes using the learnt model [8]. The outliers are the data instances which are
miss-classified or having the greatest classification error. Almost all classification
methods, e.g. support vector machines (SVM) [9] and neural networks [42], can
be used directly for detecting anomaly data instance. However, as labeled data
is essential for multi-class methods, it is not widely applied in outlier detection
tasks.
Bayesian networks based method
Bayesian networks are graphical models which can represent probabilistic rela-
tionships among input variables [59]. Many researchers have introduced Bayesian
networks techniques into outlier detection tasks, especially in the domain where
the data attributes show strong interactions, such as network intrusion [4] and
disease outbreak detection [59]. The basic idea of Bayesian networks based out-
lier detection methods is the estimation of the posterior probability of the input
data in a trained network. The class label with the largest posterior probability
is chosen as the predicted class for the given test instance [8]. The prior proba-
bilities for class labels are learned from training data. The data is regarded as
an anomaly instance if it can not be assigned to the correct class. For a multi-
variate categorical dataset, the posterior probability of each attribute should be
aggregated together to assign a class label to the observing data instance [8].
Decision tree based method
Decision tree techniques have been introduced as supervised learning classifica-
tion methods, such as C4.5 proposed by Quinlan [45]. A decision tree predicts
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(classifies) unknown field values from learned data patterns. The Decision Tree
technique was first used for outlier detection in [33]. The author proposed a ro-
bust C4.5 learning algorithm which has less sensitivity to outliers. The basic idea
of robust C4.5 is repeatedly running C4.5 and removing those records which are
misclassified from the training dataset until all records in the reduced training
dataset are correctly classified.
2.6.2 One-class methods
Although there is no unified basic idea for one-class methods, the most important
feature of these kinds of methods is that they do not need class labels. They can
learn a model just from input data features.
One-class support vector machines method
One class support vector machines used for outlier (or novelty) detection were
proposed in [50, 49]. It is an extension of the support vector machine (SVMs)
to the case of unlabeled datasets. That is to say that one-class SVM does not
require labeled data as training data. The basic idea is mapping data into a
feature space by an appropriate kernel function and finding a hyperplane which
maximally separated the data from the origin. Ideally, through the kernel func-
tion, all normal/majority objects will be projected in a “small” region, and the
anomaly objects will deviate from the high density area, as shown in Fig 2.8. The
one class SVM can be regarded as a simple density estimator which is capable of
distinguishing a high density region from a sparse feature space. The objects lo-
cated in a high density region will be labeled as normal while the objects outlying
the hyperplane boundary are regarded as outliers. Similar to the basic SVM case,
the hyperplane parameters are determined by solving a quadratic programming
problem without taking labels into account. Besides the parameters in the kernel
function, the parameter ν in the objective function is also crucial to the outlier
detection performance, which can be interpreted as both the asymptotic fraction
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Figure 2.8: A demonstration of one-class SVM method [8].
of data labeled as outliers, and the fraction of support vectors returned by the
algorithm [17].
Neural networks based method
In addition to support vector machines, researchers also use neural networks,
which are often used in safety-critical applications for regression or classification
tasks [65], for dealing with outlier detection problems. As the neural networks are
able to generalise well to unseen data patterns and are capable of learning complex
class boundaries [25], they are employed in special domain outlier detection tasks,
e.g. network intrusion. One-class neural networks outlier detection methods
are used to reconstruct data objects. Outliers are the data objects that are
not reproduced well at the output layer with high reconstruction errors [24].
In [24, 58], a neural network based outlier detection method was proposed, the
replicator neural networks (RNN). RNN has three hidden layers besides the input
and output layers, and it employs a feed-forward multi-layer perception neural
network to construct data models. The basic idea of RNN is to reproduce the
input data with minimised prediction errors. If the input data can be precisely
reconstructed in the trained neural networks, it is regarded as normal data. On
the contrary, if a point causes a high prediction error, it is considered as an
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outlier. To help users to make a correct decision, an outlier factor based on the
average prediction error is used to measure the outlierness for each point instead
of a binary decision.
2.6.3 Advantages and disadvantages of classification based
methods
Based on the review in classification based outlier detection techniques, the ad-
vantages are summarised as follows.
Firstly, for one-class classification methods, they provide a unsupervised tech-
nique to effectively detect outliers without any prior information from a dataset.
Secondly, they have fast running speeds on testing phases given a learnt model.
However, this kind of methods have several disadvantages.
Firstly, their detecting performance is sensitive to the parameters, and it also
has a very intensive computing load in the learning phases.
Secondly, their lack of a meaningful anomalous score, which can correctly
indicate the “confidence interval” of detecting results.
2.7 Clustering Based Approach
Clustering algorithms can be regarded as a kind of unsupervised classification
methods, such as K-mean [27], DBSCAN [48], CURE [21] and TURN [16]. These
methods can iteratively classify observed data into several (user defined or auto-
matically computed) groups referred to as clusters, as shown in Fig 2.9. Many
clustering methods have been applied to outlier detection applications. Their
basic assumptions for outliers are: “normal data instances belong to a cluster in
the data, while anomalies either do not belong to any cluster” or “normal data
instances lie close to their closest cluster centroid, while anomalies are far away
from their closest cluster centroid” [8].
Compared with neighbourhood based methods and relative density based
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Figure 2.9: A demonstration of clustering based methods.
methods, clustering based methods evaluate each instance with respect to the
cluster it belongs to, while neighbourhood/relative density based methods anal-
yse each instance with respect to its local neighbourhood.
2.7.1 Typical methods
In [29], the authors propose a clustering based outlier detection method. In
their method, outliers can be identified through two phases. In the first phase,
the objects in the observed dataset are split into several clusters by using the
traditional K-mean algorithm. In the second phase, the minimum spanning tree
(MST) technique is employed to detect outliers. The objects in small clusters are
regarded as outliers if the number of MST nodes are fewer than in others. In [14],
a parameter free outlier detection method was proposed, the resolution based
outlier factor (ROF), which is based on the parameterless clustering algorithm
TURN. ROF identifies outliers by changing the clustering resolution of TURN.
The first n objects rejected by any cluster are considered as outliers.
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2.7.2 Advantages and disadvantages of clustering based
methods
Based on the review in clustering based outlier detection techniques, the advan-
tages are summarised as follows.
Firstly, they provide an unsupervised approach of outlier detection. Secondly,
they can effectively handle complex datasets, based on the good performance of
clustering algorithms.
However, this kind of methods have several disadvantages.
Firstly, they are not optimal for finding outliers as the main aim is to find
clusters. Secondly, their detection performances are determined by the clustering
algorithm they used. The detection performance and computing complexity is a
trade-off.
2.8 Outlier Detection in Special Domains
In this section, we put attention on mixed attribute data problem. Researchers
have noticed mixed attribute problems and proposed several effective methods
for dealing with mixed attribute datasets, such as graphical-aid based (e.g. Box
plot [39]), link based (e.g. LOADED [19]), classifier based (e.g. RELOADED [43])
and counting based (e.g. marginal probability anomaly detection [10]). We review
them briefly below.
Zhexue Huang [27] proposed a K-Mean based method, K -prototype, for han-
dling data with numeric and categorical values. Although this algorithm was
designed for clustering, it represented a simple way to combine mixed-attribute
data into computation while previous methods which can process mixed-attribute
data had quadratic computational cost growing along the size of dataset. In the
K -prototype method, a similarity measure function for categorical data was de-
fined, which determined by the frequency of categorical values in clusters. The
proposed algorithm considered numerical attributes (K -mean similarity measure
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function)and categorical attributes (proposed categorical similarity measure func-
tion) separatively, and linearly combined those two parts in K -mean cost function.
Ghoting, et al. in 2004 [19] proposed a link-based outlier algorithm for mixed
attribute datasets, named LOADED. They used Association Rules to determine
dependencies of categorical attributes, and calculated covariance matrix to ex-
amine the anomaly of numeric values. Although the categorical and numeric
values could be processed at the same time, the outlier scoring used to detect
anomaly was performed separatively for the two types of attribute values. Thus,
intuitively, their approach for dealing with mixed attribute data could not have
perfect performance due to lack of considering interactions among different types
of attributes.
Otey, et al. in 2005 [43] proposed a classifier-based outlier algorithm, named
RELOADED. It was an improved version of LOADED with reduced memory
usage. The authors employed trained Naive Bayes Classifiers to predict categor-
ical attribute values. If the predicted one violated observed value, the anomaly
scores of this record would be increased. For numeric values, they computed the
covariance matrix over all of unique attribute-value pairs, and used it to check vi-
olation of each numeric attribute value. RELOADED still separatively considered
anomaly of each type of attributes rather than involving their interactions.
Yu, et al. in 2006 [61] proposed a graph-based outlier algorithm. As an ex-
tension of LOF [7], it is aim to detect local outliers in the center, where they are
surrounded by normal clusters, but deviate from others. The authors introduced
a similarity graph which is a weighted connected undirected graph to measure
the relationships between objects. In this method, the observing object and its
neighbours are regarded as a set of nodes (or vertices). If a pair of nodes have
similar components, they are connected by a edge. The more similarities the two
nodes share, the larger weight the edge is assigned. On the graph, there is a
sequence of connected edges, called a walk. A closed walk is defined that a se-
quence of edges started from a object and ended at the same object. The outlier
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factor of an object is determined by the ratio between its all possible weighted
walks and closed weighted walks, which captures the degree of deviation. It is
more likely an object is an outlier if its walk ratio is larger. The authors used the
similarity-based weighting scheme to handle different types of attributes, e.g. for
categorical dataset, the similarity weight between a pair of objects is the num-
ber of components the two objects share. They compute Euclidean distance for
numeric values and Hamming distance for categorical values to calculate weights.
In the paper [10], authors presented a counting-based probabilistic outlier
algorithm for categorical datasets. Their approach could be used to cope with
mixed attribute data after converting other types of attribute values into cat-
egorical values. They proposed the concept of conditional anomaly to ensure
detecting real anomalous records with the minimized biases from rare attribute
values. The authors also used marginal probability of rare attribute values to
determine outliers. Both of the two techniques were effective to overcome nega-
tive influence of rare attribute values, which could not be regarded as anomalies
(those values just rarely happened). In their experiments, all different types of
attribute were pre-processed into categorical values.
Mao, et al. in [60] presented a high-dimensional outlier detection method
for dealing with mixed-attributes dataset, named Projected Outlier Detection in
High Dimensional Mixed-Attributes Datasets (PODM). In order to work in the
high-dimensional dataset, the notation of attribute subspace proposed in [1] was
employed to reduce the number of attributes (data dimension) when computing
anomaly scores. In PODM, the equi-width method was used to discretise the
numeric attribute instead of equi-depth method in [1]. Values in the numeric
attributes are discretised into several cells with equi-width, and the density of a
cell in terms of the percentage of data contained in the cell was used to calculate
the Gini-entropy and the outlying degree for each attribute subspace. If the
Gini-entropy of a attribute subspace is smaller than a threshold and its outlying
degree is greater than another threshold, this subspace is referred as an anomaly
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subspace. The algorithm will only search outliers in those attribute subspace
labeled anomaly. An object is regarded as an outlier if its the sum of outlying
degree for each data cell is greater than a threshold. Obviously, this method is
suitable for categorical dataset, however, the authors used the equi-width method
to discretise numeric attribute values to handle mixed-attribute datasets.
Although the methods mentioned above claim that they are able to tackle
mixed attribute datasets, they are all suffering two shortcomings:
1. Mixed attribute data would be converted into single-type attributes data
(e.g. discretisation) in several methods. The inter-attribute conversion, for
example, discretising numeric values into categorical values, is empirical
and usually lose a lot of information.
2. Although some methods could take different types of attributes into account
in detecting procedure, they separately score the anomaly for each kind of
attributes without considering the interactions among types of attributes.
2.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have broadly discussed the issues in the outlier detection,
including the outlier definitions, methods categories and current challenges. We
have critically reviewed most typical outlier detection techniques and their latest
variants, and evaluated their performance based on the experimental analysis.
Although an explicit conclusion about evaluation results has not been provided,
we have obtained very deep understanding of each type of current outlier detec-
tion techniques as well as sparking new idea based on their drawbacks. In the
last Section 2.8, outlier detection techniques on mixed attribute data have been
critically discussed as a main challenge in outlier detection domain, and con-
cluded their distinguish faults as my research motivation. The advantages and
disadvantages of reviewed outlier detection methods are summarised as follow:
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Statistics based approaches
Advantages
1. Unsupervised method without the requirement of labelled data
2. Providing a statistically justifiable solution for outlier detection if the as-
sumption for the underlying data distribution is right
3. Providing confidence intervals associated with the decision
4. High performance if the prior knowledge of the dataset is known
Disadvantages
1. Performance is very sensitive to the data distribution assumption
2. Inefficient for dynamic data as prior knowledge is required, e.g. mean and
variance, or number of distribution components
Neighbourhood based approaches
Advantages
1. Unsupervised method without the requirement of labelled data
2. Effectively deals with different types of data attributes by defining appro-
priate distance/similarity measures
3. Scalability for large datasets
Disadvantages
1. Performance is very sensitive to the distance/similarity function used to
measure the degree of anomaly.
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2. Unstrict outlier definition which may lead to high occurrences of false de-
tection.
Relative density based approaches
Advantages
1. Unsupervised method without the requirement of labelled data
2. High performance in complex structure datasets
Disadvantages
1. Inapplicable to high dimensional and complex datasets
2. Unstrict outlier definition which may lead to high occurrences of false de-
tection
Classification based approaches
Advantages
1. Unsupervised method without the requirement of labelled data for one-class
classification methods
2. Fast running speed on testing phases given it is a learnt model
Disadvantages
1. Performance is very sensitive to the model parameters, which has a very
intensive computing load in the learning phases
2. Lack of a meaningful anomalous score
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Clustering based approaches
Advantages
1. Unsupervised method without the requirement of labelled data
2. High performance in complex structure datasets
Disadvantages
1. Not optimal for finding outliers as the main aim is to find clusters
2. High detection performance results in high computing complexity.
Outlier detection in special domains (mixed at-
tribute data)
Advantages
1. Particular designed for mixed attribute data
2. Scalable algorithms are available for high dimension mixed attribute data
Disadvantages
1. Information loss in the attribute conversion procedure
2. No interaction among types of attributes as they separately score the anomaly
for each type of attributes.
In sum, this chapter has provided the structured knowledge of current outlier
detection techniques and research motivations for the chapters followed.
Chapter 3
A New Local Distance-Based
Outlier Detection Approach for
Scattered Real-World Data
As we discussed in Chapter 1, existing outlier detection methods are ineffective
on scattered real world datasets due to implicit data patterns and parameter
setting issues. In this Chapter, we define a novel Local Distance-based Outlier
Factor (LDOF) to measure the outlierness of objects in scattered datasets which
addresses these issues. LDOF uses the relative location of an object to its neigh-
bours to determine the degree to which the object deviates from its neighbour-
hood. Properties of LDOF are theoretically analysed including LDOF’s lower
bound and its false-detection probability, as well as parameter settings. In or-
der to facilitate parameter settings in real world applications, we employ a top-n
technique in our outlier detection approach, where only the objects with the high-
est LDOF values are regarded as outliers. Compared to conventional approaches
(such as top-n KNN and top-n LOF), our method top-n LDOF is more effective
at detecting outliers in scattered data. It is also easier to set parameters, since
its performance is relatively stable over a large range of parameter values, as
illustrated by experimental results on both real world and synthetic datasets.
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The chapter is organised as follows: In Section 3.1, the scattered data prob-
lem is illustrated and discussed. In Section 3.2, we formally introduce the outlier
definition of our approach, and mathematically analyse properties of our out-
lierness factor in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, the top-n LDOF outlier detection
algorithm is described, together with an analysis of its complexity. Experiments
are reported in Section 3.5, showing the superiority of our method to previous
approaches, at least on the datasets used for evaluations. Finally, a summary is
presented in Section 3.6.
3.1 Introduction
As we have introduced in Chapter 1, most current outlier detection methods are
often unsuitable in real world applications due to scattered data problem as well
as parameter settings. Because the parameter setting problem and its solution
have been discussed in Chapter 1, we focus on scattered problem in the following
parts of this section.
In real world datasets, high dimensionality (e.g. 30 features) and sparse fea-
ture value range usually cause objects to be scattered in the feature space. The
scattered data is similar to the distribution of stars in the universe. Locally, they
seem to be randomly allocated in the night sky (i.e. stars observed from the
Earth), whereas globally the stars constitute innumerable galaxies. Figure 3.1(a)
illustrates a 2-D projection of a real world dataset, Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast
Cancer (WDBC)∗, which has typically 30 dimensions. The green points are the
benign diagnosis records (regarded as normal objects), and the red triangles are
malignant diagnosis records (i.e. outliers we want to capture). Obviously, we
cannot detect these outliers in 2-D space, whereas in high dimensional space
(e.g. 30-D), these scattered normal objects constitute a certain number of loosely
bounded mini-clusters, where it is difficult to isolate genuine outliers. Unlike
∗WDBC dataset is from UCI ML Repository: http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml.
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(a) 2-D projection of WDBC.
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(b) Synthetic 2-D data.
Figure 3.1: (a) The 2-D projection of a real world dataset. (b) Simple 2-D
illustration.
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galaxies with billions of stars, these mini-clusters in scattered datasets usually
have a relatively small number of objects. Figure 3.1(b) is a simple demonstra-
tion of this situation, where C1 is a well-shaped cluster as we usually define in
other outlier detection methods. C2 and C3 are comprised of scattered objects
with loose boundary, called mini-clusters. These small clusters should be recog-
nised as ‘normal’, even if they contain a small number of objects. The objects of
our interest are the points lying far away from other mini-clusters. Intuitively, o1,
o2, o3, o4 are outliers in this sample. We recall a well accepted informal outlier
definition proposed by Hawkins [23]: “An outlier is an observation that deviates
so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by
a different mechanism”. In scattered datasets, an outlier should be an object
deviating from any other group of objects.
The only way in which our outlier definition differs from others (e.g. in
[36] and [7]) is that the normal pattern of data is represented by scattered ob-
jects, rather than crowded main clusters. The neighbourhood in scattered real
world datasets has two characteristics: (1) objects in mini-clusters are loosely dis-
tributed; (2) when neighbourhood size k is set large, two or more mini-clusters are
taken into consideration, and hence the neighbourhood becomes more sparse as
more objects from different mini-clusters are taken into account as k-neighbourhood.
As discussed above, top-n KNN and top-n LOF are ineffective for scattered
datasets. Figure 3.1(b) shows a typical example that when k is greater than the
cardinality of C3 (10 in this case), some objects in C1 become neighbours of the
objects in C3. Hence, for top-n KNN, the k-distances of the objects in C3 can
be larger than genuine outliers. For top-n LOF, since the density of C3 is lower
than that of C1, it also fails for ranking o1, o2, o3 and o4 in the highest outlierness
positions. In Section 3.5, we will demonstrate that the two methods fail to detect
genuine outliers when k becomes greater than 10.
Intuitively, it is more reasonable to measure how an object deviates from its
neighbourhood system as an outlierness factor rather than global distance (top-n
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Figure 3.2: (a) An anomalous object xp with scattered neighbours. (b) The
explicit outlierness of object xp with the help of LDOF definition. A is the center
of neighbourhood system of xp. The dashed circle includes all neighbours of xp.
The solid circle is xp’s “reformed” neighbourhood region.
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KNN) or local density (top-n LOF). Thereby, we propose LDOF to measure the
degree of neighbourhood violation. The formal definition of LDOF is introduced
in the following section.
3.2 Formal Definition of Local Distance-based
Outliers
In this section, we develop a formal definition of the Local Distance-based Outlier
Factor, which avoids the shortcomings pointed out above.
Definition 3.1 (KNN distance of xp). Let Np be the set of the k-nearest neigh-
bours of object xp (excluding xp). The k-nearest neighbours distance of xp equals
the average distance from xp to all objects inNp. More formally, let dist(x, x′) ≥ 0
be a distance measure between objects x and x′. The k-nearest neighbours dis-
tance of object xp is defined as
d¯xp :=
1
k
∑
xi∈Np
dist(xi, xp).
Definition 3.2 (KNN inner distance of xp). Given the k-nearest neighbours set
Np of object xp, the k-nearest neighbours inner distance of xp is defined as the
average distance among objects in Np:
D¯xp :=
1
k(k − 1)
∑
xi,xi′∈Np,i 6=i′
dist(xi, xi′).
Definition 3.3 (LDOF of xp). The local distance-based outlier factor of xp is
defined as:
LDOFk(xp) :=
d¯xp
D¯xp
Although D¯xp could be equal to zero theoretically (all data objects in Np are
duplicated), we do not need to consider this scenario because it is a extreme case
and we can avoid the division failure in implementation. If we regard the k-nearest
neighbours as a neighbourhood system, LDOF captures the degree to which
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object xp deviates from its neighbourhood system. It has a clear intuitive meaning
that LDOF is the distance ratio indicating how far the object xp lies outside its
neighbourhood system. When LDOF . 1, it means that xp is surrounded by
a data ‘cloud’. On the contrary, when LDOF  1, xp is outside the whole
‘cloud’. It is easy to see that the higher LDOF is, the farther xp is away from
its neighbourhood system.
To further explain our definition, we exemplify it in Euclidian space. Here-
inafter, let xi ∈ X = IRd, and x¯ := 1k
∑
xi∈Np xi. For the squared Euclidian
distance || · ||2, the outlier definition can be written as:
d¯xp =
1
k
∑
xi∈Np
||xp − xi||2 = ||xp − x¯||2 + 1
k
∑
xi∈Np
||xi − x¯||2, (3.1)
D¯xp =
1
k(k − 1)
∑
xi,xi′∈Np,i 6=i′
||xi − xi′ ||2 = 2
k − 1
∑
xi∈Np
||xi − x¯||2. (3.2)
Thus, LDOFk(xp) 1, i.e. xp lies outside its neighbourhood system, iff
||xp − x¯||2  k + 1
k(k − 1)
∑
xi∈Np
||xi − x¯||2. (3.3)
The same expression holds for the more general Mahalanobis distance [41]. In
Equation 3.3, the lefthand-side is the square distance of xp to its neighbourhood
centroid x¯, and the righthand-side becomes the distance variance in Np when
k  1. Therefore, Equation 3.3 can be understood as follows: The k-nearest
neighbours of object xp form a “reformed” neighbourhood region, represented
as a hyperball with radius D¯xp , centered at x¯. As illustrated in Figure 3.2(a),
since the neighbours of xp are scattered, it is unclear whether xp (indicated by
4) belongs to its neighbourhood system or not. Our LDOF definition, as shown
in Figure 3.2(b), clearly regards xp as lying outside its reformed neighbourhood
region. The LDOF of xp is obviously greater than 1, which indicates that xp is
an outlier. Through this example we can see that LDOF can effectively capture
the outlierness of an object among a scattered neighbourhood. In addition, as
k grows, LDOF takes more objects into consideration, and the view of LDOF
becomes increasingly global. If an object is far from its large neighbourhood
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system (extremely the whole dataset) it is definitely a genuine outlier. Hence,
the detection precision of our method might be stable over a large range of k.
In the following section, we will theoretically analyse properties of LDOF , and
propose a heuristic way of selecting the neighbourhood size k.
3.3 Properties of LDOF
Lower bound of LDOF . Ideally, we prefer a universal threshold of LDOF to
unambiguously distinguish abnormal from normal objects (e.g. in any datasets,
an object is outlier if LDOF > 1). However, the threshold has to depend on the
actual problem due to the complex structure of real world datasets. Under some
continuity assumption, we can calculate an asymptotic lower bound on LDOF ,
denoted as LDOFlb. LDOFlb indicates that an object is an inlier (or normal) if
its LDOF is smaller than LDOFlb.
Theorem 3.4 (LDOF lower-bound of outliers). Let data D be sampled from a
density that is continuous at xp. For N  k  1 we have LDOFlb ≈ 12 with
high probability. More formally, for k,N → ∞ such that the neighbourhood size
D¯xp → 0 we have
LDOFlb =
d¯xp
D¯xp
→ 1
2
with probability 1
The theorem shows that when LDOF ≈ 1
2
, the point is squarely lying in a
uniform cloud of objects, i.e. it is not an outlier. The lower-bound of LDOF
provides a potential pruning rule of algorithm complexity. In practice, objects
can be directly ignored if their LDOF s are smaller than 1
2
. Remarkably, LDOFlb
does not depend on the dimension of X . This is very convenient: data often lie
on lower-dimensional manifolds. Since locally, a manifold is close to an Euclidian
space (of lower dimension), the result still holds in this case. Therefore, we do
not need to know the effective dimension of our data. The proof of Theorems 3.4
is described in Appendix C.
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False-detection probability. As discussed in Section 3.1, in real world datasets,
it is hard to set parameters properly by trial-and-error. Instead of requiring prior
knowledge from datasets (e.g. outlier labels), we theoretically determine the
false-detection probability, given neighbourhood size k.
Theorem 3.5 (False-detection probability of LDOF). Let data D be uniformly
distributed in a neighbourhood of xp containing k objects Np. For LDOF threshold
c > 1
2
, the probability of false detecting xp ∈ IRd as an outlier exponentially
decreases in regards to k. More precisely,
P[LDOFk(xp) > c] < e
−a(k−2), where a := 2
25
(1− 1
2c
)2( d
d+2
)2
The bound still holds for non-uniform densities continuous in xp, provided N  k.
In particular, for c = 1 in high-dimensional spaces (d → ∞) we get a → 1
50
.
So for k  50 the false-detection probability is very small. Note that because the
bound is quite crude, we can expect good performance in practice for much smaller
k. On the other hand, choosing c ≈ 1
2
degenerates the bound (i.e. a → 0), con-
sistent with Theorem 3.4. The proof of Theorem 3.5 is discussed in Appendix C.
3.4 LDOF Outlier Detection Algorithm and Its
Complexity
Top-n LDOF. Even with the theoretical analysis of the previous section, it is
still hard to determine a threshold for LDOF to identify outliers in an arbitrary
dataset. Therefore we employ top-n style outlier detection, which ranks the n
objects with the highest LDOF s. The algorithm that obtains the top-n LDOF
outliers for all the N objects in a given dataset D is outlined in Algorithm 1.
How to choose k. Based on Theorem 3.5, it is beneficial to use a large neigh-
bourhood size k. However, a k that is too large will lead to a global method with
the same problems as top-n KNN outlier. For the best use of our algorithm, the
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Algorithm 1 Top-n LDOF (Top-n Local Distance-based Outlier Factor)
Input: A given dataset D, natural numbers n and k.
1. For each object p in D, retrieve p’s k-nearest neighbours;
2. Calculate the LDOF for each object p.
The objects with LDOF < LDOFlb are directly discarded;
3. Sort the objects according to their LDOF values;
4. Output: the first n objects with the highest LDOF values.
lower bound of potentially suitable k is given as follows: If the effective dimen-
sion of the manifold on which D lies is m, then at least m points are needed to
‘surround’ another object. That is to say a k > m is needed. In Section 3.5,
we will see that, when k increases to the dimension of the dataset, the detection
performance of our method rises, and remains stable for a wide range of k values.
Therefore, the parameter k in LDOF is easier to choose than in other outlier
detection approaches.
Algorithm complexity. In Step 1, querying the k-nearest neighbours, takes the
majority of the computational load. Naively, the runtime of this step is O(N2).
If a tree-based spatial index such as X-tree or R∗-tree is used [7], the complexity
is reduced to O(N logN). Step 2 is straightforward and calculates LDOF values
according to Definition 3.3. As the k-nn query is materialised, this step is linear in
N . Step 3 sorts the N objects according to their LDOF values, which can be done
in O(N logN). Since the objects with LDOF < LDOFlb (we set LDOFlb =
1
2
in
implementation.) are flushed (i.e. they are definitely non-outliers), the number
of objects needed to sort in this step is smaller than N in practice. Finally, the
overall computation complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N logN) with appropriate
index support.
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3.5 Experiments
In this section, we compare the outlier detection performance of top-n LDOF
with two typical top-n outlier detection methods, top-n KNN and top-n LOF.
Experiments start with a synthetic 2-D dataset which contains outliers that are
meaningful but are difficult for top-n KNN and top-n LOF. In Experiments 2 and
3, we identify outliers in two real world datasets to illustrate the effectiveness of
our method in real world situations. For consistency, we only use the parameter
k to represent the neighbourhood size in the investigation of the three methods.
In particular, in top-n LOF, the parameter MinPts is set to neighbourhood size
k as chosen in the other two methods.
Synthetic Data. In Figure 3.1(b), there are 150 objects in cluster C1, 50 objects
in cluster C2, 10 objects in cluster C3, and 4 additional objects {o1, o2, o3, o4}
which are genuine outliers. We ran the three outlier detection methods over a
large range of k. We use detection precision† to evaluate the performance of
each method. In this experiment, we set n = 4 (the number of real outliers).
The experimental result is shown in Figure 3.3(a). The precision of top-n KNN
becomes 0 when the k is larger than 10 due to the effect of the mini-cluster
C3 as we discussed in Section 3.1. For the same reason, the precision of top-n
LOF dramatically descends when k is larger than 11. When the k reaches 13,
top-n LOF misses all genuine outliers in the top-4 ranking (they even drop out
of top-10). On the contrary, our method is not suffering from the effect of the
mini-cluster. As shown in the Figure 3.3(a), the precision of our approach keeps
stable at 100% accuracy over a large neighbourhood size range (i.e. 20-50).
Medical Diagnosis Data. In real world data repositories, it is hard to find
a dataset for evaluating outlier detection algorithms, because only for very few
real world datasets it is exactly known which objects are really behaving differ-
ently [38]. In this experiment, we use a medical dataset, WDBC (Diagnosis)∗,
†Precision= nreal-outliers in top-n/n. We set n as the number of real outliers if possible.
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(b) Precisions in WDBC dataset.
Figure 3.3: Detecting precisions of top-n LDOF, top-n KNN and top-n LOF on
(a) Synthetical dataset, (b) WDBC dataset.
which has been used for nuclear feature extraction for breast tumor diagnosis. The
dataset contains 569 medical diagnosis records (objects), each with 32 attributes
(ID, diagnosis, 30 real-valued input features). The diagnosis is binary: ‘Benign’
and ‘Malignant’. We regard the objects labeled ‘Benign’ as normal data. In the
experiment we use all 357 ‘Benign’ diagnosis records as normal objects and add
a certain number of ‘Malignant’ diagnosis records into normal objects as outliers.
As demonstrated in the Figure 3.4, the majority of normal data is crowded
in a big cluster, however, it is adjacent with a few scattered clusters. Most of
outliers (malignant cases) indicated by red triangles are hid amount those scat-
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Figure 3.4: Data visualisation for WDBC dataset.
tered clusters. Intuitively, our LDOF would have superior detection performance
resulting from the new outlierness definition compared to LOF and KNN.
Figure 3.3(b) shows the experimental result for adding the first 10 ‘Malignant’
records from the original dataset. Based on the rule for selecting neighbourhood
size, k, suggested in Section 3.3, we set k ≥ 30 in regards to the data dimension.
We measure the percentage of real outliers detected in top-10 potential outliers as
detection precision†. In the experiments, we progressively increase the value of k
and calculate the detection precision for each method. As shown in Figure 3.3(b),
the precision of our method begins to ascend at k = 32, and keeps stable when k
is greater than 34 with detection accuracy of 80%. In comparison, the precision
of the other two techniques is towed over the whole k value range.
To further validate our approach, we repeat the experiment 5 times with
a different number of outliers (randomly extracted from ‘Malignant’ objects).
Each time, we perform 30 independent runs, and calculate the average detection
precision and standard deviation over the k range from 30 to 50. The experimental
results are listed in Table 3.1. The bold numbers indicate that the detection
precision vector over the range of k is statistically significantly improved compared
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Table 3.1: The detecting precision for each method based on 30 independent runs
for WDBC dataset.
Number of outliers Precision (mean ± std.)
LDOF LOF KNN
1 0.29±0.077 0.12±0.061 0.05±0.042
2 0.33±0.040 0.13±0.028 0.11±0.037
3 0.31±0.033 0.22±0.051 0.22±0.040
4 0.35±0.022 0.27±0.040 0.26±0.035
5 0.38±0.026 0.28±0.032 0.28±0.027
to the other two methods (paired T-test at the 0.1 level, with p-value 0.07, 0.01,
0.08 and 0.04 respectively).
Space Shuttle Data. In this experiment, we use a dataset originally used for
classification, named Shuttle‡. We use the testing dataset which contains 14500
objects, and each object has 9 real-valued features and an integer label (1-7). We
regard the (only 13) objects with label 2 as outliers, and regard the rest of the
six classes as normal data.
As demonstrated in the Figure 3.5, the normal data consists of a main clus-
ter and a few small clusters. Most of outliers (red triangles) only deviate from
the main cluster with very short distance. Obviously, the traditional outlierness
definitions, i.e, LOF and KNN, are not able to effectively distinguish those ge-
nius outliers from normal data. On the contrary, due to the new definition of
outlierness, our LDOF would have significantly better performance.
We run the experiment 15 times and each time we randomly pick a sample
of normal objects (i.e. 1,000 objects) to mix with the 13 outliers. The mean
values of detection precision of the three methods are presented in Figure 3.6. As
illustrated in Figure 3.6, top-n KNN has the worst performance (rapidly drops
to 0). Top-n LOF is better, which has a narrow precision peak (k from 5 to
15), and then declines dramatically. Top-n LDOF has the best performance, as it
‡The Shuttle dataset can also be downloaded from UCI ML Repository.
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Figure 3.5: Data visualisation for Space Shuttle dataset.
ascends steadily and keeps a relative high precision over the k range from 25 to 45.
Table 3.2 shows the average precisions for the three methods over independent
15 runs. The bold numbers indicate that the precision vector is statistically
significantly improved compared to the other two methods (paired T-test at the
0.05 level, with p-value 0.02).
Table 3.2: The detecting precision for each method based on 15 independent runs
for Shuttle dataset.
Precision (mean ± std.)
LDOF LOF KNN
0.25±0.081 0.03±0.057 0.08±0.114
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a new outlier detection definition, LDOF. Our
definition uses a local distance-based outlier factor to measure the degree to which
an object deviates from its scattered neighbourhood. Due to the definition of out-
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Figure 3.6: Outlier detection precision over different neighbourhood size for Shut-
tle dataset.
lierness proposed in LDOF, the genius outliers are effectively distinct from small
and scattered clusters. In other words, our proposed LDOF algorithm is partic-
ularly designed for scattered datasets. Meanwhile, the definition of outlierness
is able to push genius outliers into higher rankings compared to other methods.
Therefore, in real world applications, the performance of LDOF is more effec-
tive by applying top-n detection algorithm. We have analysed the properties of
LDOF, including its lower bound and false-detection probability. Furthermore,
a method for selecting k has been suggested. In order to ease the parameter
setting in real world applications, the top-n technique has been used in this ap-
proach. Experimental results have demonstrated the ability of our new approach
to better discover outliers with higher precision, and to remain stable over a large
range of neighbourhood sizes, compared to top-n KNN and top-n LOF. However,
how to judge scattered datasets is a main problem from the application point of
view. In other words, it is necessary to set up a mechanism that is able to prop-
erly determine whether LDOF should be used instead of KNN and LOF given
a dataset. Therefore, as future work, we are looking to propose an approach to
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provide suitable judgement on scattered datasets, as well as further enhance the
outlier detection accuracy.
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Chapter 4
An Effective Pattern Based
Outlier Detection Approach for
Mixed Attribute Data
As we mentioned in Chapter 2, detecting outliers in mixed attribute datasets
is one of major challenges in real world applications. Existing outlier detection
methods are ineffective for mixed attribute real world datasets mainly due to
their inability of considering interactions among different types of, e.g., numerical
and categorical attributes. To address this issue in mixed attribute datasets, we
propose a novel Pattern based Outlier Detection approach (POD). A pattern in
this thesis is defined as a mathematical representation that describes the majority
of the observations in datasets and captures the interactions among different
types of attributes. In POD, the more an object deviates from these patterns, the
higher its outlier factor is. We simply use logistic regression to learn patterns and
formulate the outlier factor in mixed attribute datasets. A series of experiments
show that the performance enhancement by the POD is statistically significant
comparing to several classic outlier detection methods.
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows: in Section 4.1, mixed attribute
data problem is discussed and relevant work is reviewd. In Section 4.2, we intro-
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duce and discuss the pattern in mixed attribute data. In Section 4.3, we formally
present our pattern based outlier definition and our outlier factors. In Section 4.4,
the top-n pattern based outlier detection algorithm is described. Experiments are
reported in Section 4.5. Finally, a summary is presented in Section 4.6.
4.1 Introduction
As the discussion in Section 1.2 and Section 2.8, real world data usually con-
tain different types of attributes, called mixed attribute data, to which most of
existing outlier detection methods are incapable to handle. In recent years, re-
searchers have proposed several algorithms to deal with mixed attribute datasets.
A typical method, LOADED [19], uses Association Rules to explore infrequent
items among categorical values, and calculates covariance matrix to examine the
anomaly in numerical values. Outliers in mixed attribute datasets can be de-
termined by their anomaly scores, which are the sum of anomaly scores in the
categorical and the numerical values. Although LOADED gives a specific method
for exploring anomalies in either categorical or numerical values, they could not
reach perfect performance due to the lack of considering interactions between
different types of attributes. In 2005, Otey et al. [43] proposed an improved ver-
sion, named RELOADED. Though RELOADED needs less main memory than
LOADED, it still separately considers anomaly of each type of attributes rather
than effectively takes their interactions into account. Yu et al. [61] proposed a
graph-based outlier detection algorithm for dealing with mixed attribute data.
They separately compute Euclidean distance for numerical values and Hamming
distance for categorical values to calculate outlier indicators. More recently, Ye,
et al. [60] proposed projection-based outlier detection method. They use the
equi-width method to discretise numerical attribute values in order to handle
mixed attribute datasets. Although both of the papers claim that they are de-
signed for mixed attribute data, they consider two different types of attributes
separately and then simply assemble them together.
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In this thesis, we propose a Pattern based Outlier Detection approach (POD),
which is able to effectively consider interactions between different types of at-
tributes without attribute conversion processes (discretising or recoding). A pat-
tern in this thesis is defined as a mathematical representation that describes the
majority of the observations in datasets and captures the interactions among dif-
ferent types of attributes. Then, based on the notation of pattern, a new outlier
factor for mixed attribute data is proposed. The more an object deviates from
these patterns, the higher its outlier factor is. In POD, we simply use logistic
regression to learn patterns and formulate the outlier factor in mixed attribute
datasets. To validate our approach, we compare POD with three other typical
methods, LOADED [19], KNN [46] and LOF [7] over a series of mixed attribute
datasets from both synthetic and real world. Experimental results show a statis-
tically significant improvement of POD over the three methods.
4.2 Pattern Definition in Mixed Attribute Data
Outlierness or anomaly in mixed attribute data is often resulted from interactions
between categorical and numerical values. For example, in a society income
survey dataset, it is common to see that a man with an occupation of engineer
has a Bachelor degree. However, the record becomes unusual if the man is only 16
years old. That is to say, the outlierness or anomaly in mixed attribute datasets
has its own characteristics, and it is hard to follow the outlier definition given
by single type attribute outlier detection methods, e.g. KNN [35], LOF [7] or
existing ones for mixed attribute datasets such as LOADED [19] or a graph based
technique [61].
Before exploring a suitable outlier definition, we have to define the normal
behaviour or majority in mixed attribute datasets first. We call the normal
behaviour or majority in mixed attribute dataset pattern. Although the notation
of pattern has been mentioned in [26], it follows the definition of pattern in pattern
recognition (i.e., regard an example, a cluster, as a pattern) and only discusses
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in numerical space. Distinct from the pattern definition in pattern recognition
domain, pattern here refers to the common characteristics or behaviour in mixed
attribute data space. We give an example to illustrate what a pattern looks like in
a mixed attribute dataset. In Figure 4.1, an indicative example of a simple mixed
attribute dataset, with two numerical attributes and one categorical attribute
(binary value), is projected into a 2-D space. “Dot” objects indicate the data
objects with categorical value “Male”, while “cross” objects indicate the data
objects with categorical value “Female”.
As demonstrated in Figure 4.1, most of “dot” and “cross” objects are regularly
located into two groups. We can regard this data object distribution as the pattern
in the example, which indicates the normal behaviour or majority in the simple
mixed attribute dataset. Intuitively, if an object “looks” like it might not belong
to the pattern, the object is suspicious to be an outlier. As shown in Figure 4.1,
objects A and B are outliers as they deviate from the pattern.
We denote D as a set of mixed attribute data objects. Oi ∈ D is the
ith mixed attribute data object in D. Each data object contains M numeri-
cal attributes and N categorical attributes. Denote object i as Oi = [xi, ci],
where x contains numerical values and c contains categorical values. Denote
xi = [x
1
i , x
2
i , · · · , xji , · · · , xMi ] and ci = [c1i , c2i , · · · , cki , · · · , cNi ], where xji is the jth
numerical attribute value in Oi and c
k
i is the kth categorical attribute value in
Oi.
In this thesis, we concentrate on a specific type of patterns, where only one
categorical attribute is involved in each pattern. To simplify the discussion below,
We define S ′ a subspace of D which only contains a subset of attributes in D.
S ′k is a subspace of D which only contains the kth categorical attribute and ALL
the numerical attributes. O
′k
i is the projection of Oi on the subspace S ′k.
Given S ′k, most of O′k exhibit the common characteristics or behaviour in the
mixed attribute subspace. The pattern in mixed attribute subspace is defined as
follow:
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Figure 4.1: An indicative example of the pattern in a simple mixed attribute
dataset.
Definition 4.1. We call the common characteristics or behaviour demonstrated
by projected objects O
′k as the mixed attribute subspace PATTERN P k.
Based on the pattern definition above, if a mixed attribute dataset contains
N categorical attributes, there are N patterns, P = {P 1, P 2, · · · , PN}. Defini-
tion 4.1 gives us a description of what are the normal objects in mixed attribute
space. Furthermore, this definition significantly simplifies the mixed attribute
space compared to the original one. Our pattern definition only focuses on a
subspace O′ at a time which only contains one categorical attribute rather than
considering N categorical attributes in O. Such a simplification provides us a
simple mechanism to handle datasets with a large set of categorical attributes.
We will use this mechanism to handle a set of categorical attributes in Section 4.4.
In order to take interactions between categorical and numerical attributes
into account, we propose to use logistic regression to represent patterns in mixed
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attribute datasets. To simplify our discussion, we assume all the categorical
attributes only have binary value, i.e. cki ∈ {0, 1} in this section. We will return
to this issue in Section 4.4. Given a projected object O
′k
i = [xi, c
k
i ] on subspace
S ′k and a binary variable Y where Y = cki , logistic regression can take a simple
form:
PO′ki
=
 P (Y = 1|xi) =
1
1+exp(wxTi )
if cki = 1,
P (Y = 0|xi) = exp(wx
T
i )
1+exp(wxTi )
otherwise,
(4.1)
where PO′ki
measures the degree of projected object O
′k
i belonging to pattern P
k.
w is the parameter vector in logistic regression. The parameters in Equation 4.1
can be learnt from data directly by, e.g, maximum likelihood [8].
wk ←− arg max
wk
∏
i
P (Y ki |xki ,wk), (4.2)
where wk is the logistic regression parameter in subspace S ′k. Y ki takes the
value of cki . As the information of both categorical and numerical attributes is
considered in the learning procedure, we propose a categorical outlier factor in
the next section, which represents interaction between categorical and numerical
attributes.
4.3 Pattern Based Outlier in Mixed Attribute
Data
Based on the pattern definition described above, a pattern based outlier is pro-
posed and discussed in this section. More formally, we denote Y as a binary
variable, governed by a Bernoulli distribution, with parameter pi = P (Y = 1).
xji is the jth element in vector xi. For each x
j
i , P (x
j
i |Y = cki ) is a Gaussian
distribution of the form N(µjk, σj).
Categorical outlier factor. Given a subspace in mixed attribute space, we
define categorical outlier factor (COF) β to indicate the degree of projected object
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deviating from its pattern. βki denotes the degree of O
′k
i deviating from the
pattern P k. It takes the form:
βki =

1
1+
P (Y=1|xi)
1+P (Y=0|xi)
if cki = 1,
1
1+
P (Y=0|xi)
1+P (Y=1|xi)
otherwise.
=
 1−
P (Y=1|xi)
2
if cki = 1,
1
2
+ P (Y=1|xi)
2
otherwise.
(4.3)
In Equation 4.3, the ratio P (Y=1|xi)
1+P (Y=0|xi) is used to represent the degree of O
′k
i
deviating from its pattern. For example, if a projected object O
′k
i with c
k
i = 1 is
located in the group of other projected objects which have ckj = 0 (j ∈ N, j 6= i),
P (Y=1|xi)
1+P (Y=0|xi) will be a small value (e.g., very close to 0) and its COF β
k
i will be
assigned a larger value (e.g., very close to 1). That means this projected object
is more likely to contribute to the outlierness of the whole object. The ratio can
be extended as:
P (Y = 1|xi)
1 + P (Y = 0|xi) =
( P (Y=1)P (xi|Y=1)
P (Y=0)P (xi|Y=0)+P (Y=1)P (xi|Y=1)
1 + P (Y=0)P (xi|Y=0)
P (Y=0)P (xi|Y=0)+P (Y=1)P (xi|Y=1)
)
=
 11+P (Y=0)P (xi|Y=0)P (Y=1)P (xi|Y=1)
1 + 1
1+
P (Y=1)P (xi|Y=1)
P (Y=0)P (xi|Y=0)

=

1
1+exp(ln(
P (Y=0)
P (Y=1)
)+
∑
j ln(
P (x
j
i
|Y=0)
P (x
j
i
|Y=1)
))
1 + 1
1+exp(ln(
P (Y=1)
P (Y=0)
)+
∑
j ln(
P (x
j
i
|Y=1)
P (x
j
i
|Y=0)
)
)
 , (4.4)
where xji is the jth element in xi.
Based on our Gaussian assumption, we expand the item within Equation 4.4
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as follows:
∑
j
ln
P (xji |Y = 0)
P (xji |Y = 1)
=
∑
j
ln
1√
2piσ2j
exp
(
−(xji−µj0)2
2σ2j
)
1√
2piσ2j
exp
(
−(xji−µj1)2
2σ2j
)
=
∑
j
ln exp
(
(xji − µj1)2 − (xji − µj0)2
2σ2j
)
=
∑
j
(
µj0 − µj1
σ2j
xji +
µ2j1 − µ2j0
2σ2j
)
. (4.5)
Then, we can rewrite the expression of βki as follows:
βki =

1− exp(w0+
∑
j wjx
j
i )
2(1+exp(w0+
∑
j wjx
j
i ))
if cki = 1,
1
2
+ 1
2(exp(w0+
∑
j wjx
j
i ))
otherwise,
(4.6)
where w0 = ln
1−pi
pi
+
∑
j=1
µ2j1−µ2j0
2σ2j
, and wj =
µj0−µj1
σ2j
.
We define wk = [w0, w1, · · · , wM+1]. Equation 4.6 above can be written in
vector form:
βki =
 1−
exp(wkxi
>)
2(1+exp(wkxi>)
if cki = 1,
1
2
+ 1
2(exp(wkxi>)
otherwise,
(4.7)
The parameter wk takes interaction between numerical and categorical infor-
mation in the learning procedure (see Equation 4.2). And the product of wkxi
>
further projects the high dimensional mixed attribute data object O
′k
i into a one
dimension space. As shown in Figure 4.2, all mixed attribute data objects in
the previous indicative example are mapped into one dimensional space, and still
keep their relationships as in the original space. By Equation 4.7, the outlierness
of the object which deviates from its pattern will be significantly magnified and
can be easily identified. In Figure 4.2, outliers (A and B) can be easily detected
by categorical outlier factor βi.
Mixed attribute data outlier factor. Based on the categorical outlier factor
(COF), we further extend it to a mixed attribute data outlier factor (MADOF)
which represents the outlierness of object Oi. We define γi = exp(1 + KDisti),
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Figure 4.2: An indicative example of the categorical outlier factors.
where KDisti is the kth-nearest neighbour distance [46] of the Oi. We define a
new vector ζi = [γi, β
1
i , β
2
i , · · · , βNi ]. Then the MADOF takes the form:
MADOFi = ‖ζi‖2 = 2
√√√√N+1∑
j=1
(ζji )
2, (4.8)
where N is the number of categorical attributes in Oi. We define an outlierness
space A which is spanned by ζ. Then MADOFi can be regarded as the distance
from an object Oi to the origin of A. The further is an object away from the
origin of the outlierness space, the more likely the object to be an outlier in the
mixed attribute space. In the following section, a Pattern based Outlier Detection
(POD) algorithm is described based on the proposed MADOF for mixed attribute
datasets.
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4.4 Pattern Based Outlier Detection Algorithm
Map into binary attribute space. In the previous sections, for convenience
and explicitness, our discussion is mainly based on binary categorical values.
In order to generalise our algorithm, we firstly introduce a mapping mechanism
which is able to convert multi-values categorical attribute into binary value space.
The mapping mechanism is quite simple. For example, cj is the jth cate-
gorical attribute in D. We assume cj has K different categorical values, cj =
{aj,1i , aj,2i , · · · , aj,Ki }. Then each mapped categorical attribute value c¯ji is formed
by a binary vector with the length of K. For example, cj = {1, 2, 3}, aj,1i = 1,
aj,2i = 2, a
j,3
i = 3, then their mapped attribute value should be a¯
j,1
i = [1, 0, 0],
a¯j,2i = [0, 1, 0], a¯
j,3
i = [0, 0, 1], respectively. If c
j
i = 1, then c¯
j
i = [1, 0, 0]
The mapped categorical attribute c¯ji has K different binary sub-attributes. As
the mapping algorithm is very simple and “naive”, information in the categorical
attributes will not lose after conversion. Therefore, any mixed attribute dataset
with multi-value categorical attributes can be handled by POD based on the
mapping mechanism.
POD algorithm. Because most outlier detection approaches require fine-tuning
of their parameters through trial-and-error approach, see e.g., KNN [64], which is
impractical, because real world data usually do not contain labels for anomalous
objects. Top-n style outlier detection methods alleviate the parameter setting
problem somewhat. They provide a ranked list of objects that represent the
degree of outlierness of each object. In POD, we employ top-n style outlier de-
tection, which ranks the n objects with the highest MADOFs [64]. The algorithm
that obtains the top-n POD outliers for all objects in a given dataset D is outlined
in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Top-n algorithm for POD
Input: A given processed dataset D based mapping mechanism in Section 4.4,
natural numbers n and knn.
1. For each subspace S ′k;
(a) learn parameter wk for pattern P k (k = 1, 2, · · · , N), based on Equa-
tion 4.2.
2. For each object Oi in D
(a) retrieve Oi’s k-nearest neighbours by the neighbourhood size knn;
(b) calculate γi;
(c) for each projected object O
′k
i
i. given learnt parameter wk, calculate βki based on Equation 4.7;
(d) calculate MADOFi for each data object Oi based on Equation 4.8;
3. Sort the objects according to their MADOF values.
4. Output: the first n objects with the highest MADOF values.
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4.5 Experimental Results and Comparison
In this section, we compare the outlier detection performance of top-n POD with
LOADED [19] which is a typical mixed attribute outlier detection algorithm, and
two typical top-n methods, top-n LOF [7] and top-n KNN [46] which are widely
used in real world applications [8]. All of the four algorithms above were imple-
mented in C++ (Visual Studio 2005)§. Experiments start with a synthetic mixed
attribute dataset which contains outliers that are meaningful but are difficult for
the three existing algorithms, LOADED, LOF and KNN. In Experiments 2, 3 and
4, we identify outliers in three real world mixed attribute datasets (downloaded
from the UCI machine learning data repository) to illustrate the effectiveness of
our method in real world situations. We recode categorical values and normalise
all attributes in a same scale so as to be used in KNN and LOF. For consistency,
we only use the parameter knn to represent the neighbourhood size in the inves-
tigation of the methods used in our experiments. Theoretically, it would be ideal
to have a particular learning process to obtain the optimum neighbourhood size
knn for each dataset. However, in real world applications, it is difficult to define
an effective mechanism to train parameters as the dynamic incoming data flow
and uncertain training data label in professional domain. For example, identify-
ing fraud claims of medical practitioners needs medical professionals involved to
review a large number of clinic records. Therefore, in all of our experiments, we
set neighbourhood size knn equal to 1% of the cardinality of the observed dataset
for POD, KNN and LOF, and set n equal to the number of genius outliers con-
taining in the datasets. We use detection precision¶ to evaluate the performance
of each method.
§Source code of all algorithms used in experiments are available on the website:
users.rsise.anu.edu.au/vkzhang
¶Precision= ngenius-outliers in top-n/n. We set n as the number of genius outliers if possible.
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Table 4.1: The detection precisions of the four methods on synthetic dataset.
#Outlier POD LOADED KNN LOF
5 100% 40% 40% 40%
4.5.1 Synthetic data
In Figure 4.3, there are 400 mixed attribute objects with two numerical attributes
and one binary categorical attribute. All “cross” objects are assigned categorical
value 0, while all “dot” objects have categorical value 1. There are five genuine
outliers in the dataset, A, B, C, D and E. Most of outlier detection methods are
effective on identifying D and E as outliers because they are typical outliers in
the homogenous date outlier definition, called traditional outliers [7]. However,
A, B and C are special outliers appearing in mixed attribute datasets. They are
more likely to be another group of objects. Therefore A, B and C are mixed
attribute outliers as they deviate from the pattern (normal behaviour) in the
mixed attribute data. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the MADOF value for each object.
We can see that our method is effective on detecting both traditional outliers
and mixed attribute outliers in mixed attribute data with the consideration of
interactions between categorical and numerical attributes. On the contrary, the
other three methods are incapable to detect A, B and C as they are not far away
from their majorities enough. The detection results are listed in Table 4.1. POD
has 100% detection precision compared with 40% precision from the other three
methods.
4.5.2 Real world data
Adult data. The Adult dataset contains 48,842 data records with 6 numerical
and 8 categorical attributes. The dataset was extracted from the US Census Bu-
reau’s Income dataset. Each record has features that characterise an individual’s
yearly income together with a class label indicating whether the person made
more or less than 50,000 dollars per year. The first experiment on this dataset
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Figure 4.3: Mixed attribute outlier factor for each object. The length of line
segment is proportional to MADOF values.
follows the same experiment described in LOADED [19]. Compared with experi-
mental results reported in LOADED [19], our results detected by POD are more
worth performing further analysis. We list the top four outliers in the Adult data
detected by POD:
• “A 90 years old male, working for local government for 40 hours per week
with the job of craft repair and making more than 50,000 dollars per year.”
• “A 73 years old self-employed female, working in clerical position for 99
hours per week and making less than 50,000 dollars per year.”
• “A 61 years old self-employed female, working for 99 hours per week and
making less than 50,000 dollars per year.”
• “A 36 years old male, working in an executive position for 90 hours per
week and making less than 50,000 dollars per year.”
In order to make our experimental results comparable, we define the outlier
label for the Adult data. We define that the data records with 80 or less work
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Figure 4.4: Mixed attribute outlier factor for each object
hours per week are normal, while above 80 hours per work are outliers.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the distribution of data objects for numeric attributes.
As shown in the figure 4.5, outliers (green dots) are randomly allocated among
normal data objects. Apparently, distance based methods, i.e. LOF and KNN,
would not have effective performance on this kind of datasets. Although LOADED
has a separated algorithm to deal with categorical attributes, the total outlierness
would be significantly impacted by the randomness of numeric attributes. On the
contrary, as the outlierness definition proposed in POD is able to integrate nu-
meric and categorical attributes into a unified definition, the numeric attributes
would not represent the final outlierness directly but contribute their anomaly
through categorical attributes. Therefore, the POD would be able to offer con-
siderably performance improvement compared to those traditional methods.
We independently run experiments for 30 times for each of all the four algo-
rithms, and in each time randomly pick up 50 outliers and 10,000 normal data.
The average detection precisions and corresponding standard deviations of each
method are listed in the Table 4.2. From the second row, we can see that the
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Figure 4.5: Data visualisation for Adult dataset.
average detection precision for POD, LOADED, KNN and LOF is 68.2%, 11.7%,
0% and 1.2%, respectively. The paired T-test (at the confidence level of 0.05)
indicates that there is statistically significant difference between POD and the
other three methods.
Table 4.2: Experimental and comparison results of POD over the three datasets.
The detecting precision for each method based on 30 independent runs. The
bold numbers indicate that the detection precision is statistically significantly
improved compared to the other three methods (paired T-test at the confidence
level of 0.05).
Dataset #Outliers Precision (mean ± std.)
POD LOADED KNN LOF
Adult 50 0.682±0.087 0.117±0.061 0.000±0.0000 0.012±0.0022
Census income 50 0.731±0.053 0.217±0.045 0.000±0.0000 0.049±0.0027
Housing‖ 10 0.439±0.067 0.07±0.005 0.371±0.0024 0.000±0.0000
Census income data. The census income (KDD) data contain weighted census
‖The detection precision of POD is statistically significant difference from the other three
methods at the confidence level, 0.1 (p = 0.08 in the paired T-test).
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Figure 4.6: Data visualisation for Census income dataset.
data extracted from the 1994 and 1995 Current Population Surveys conducted
by the U.S. Census Bureau. The data contain 41 demographic and employment
related variables. We use the testing dataset which contains 99762 data records,
with 7 numerical and 34 categorical attributes (10 categorical attributes are used).
Followed the settings in [7], we ignore the data records which are duplicated or
have missing value (The processed dataset is contained in our source code folder§).
As the Census income dataset is similar with Adult dataset, we employ the same
outlier label setting which we used in Adult data experiment.
The visualisation of Census income dataset is demonstrated in Figure 4.6 with
2 numeric attributes and 1 categorical attribute (green dots are outliers). Similar
with Adult dataset, the numeric attributes are difficult to provide effective indi-
cation of outlierness. As discussed in the previous experiment, the performance
of POD would be superior to others.
We also run experiments for 30 times, and in each time randomly pick up 50
outliers and 10,000 normal data. As shown the third row in Table 4.2, we can
see that the average detection precision for POD, LOADED, KNN and LOF is
73.1%, 21.7%, 0% and 4.9%, respectively. The paired T-test (at the confidence
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Figure 4.7: Data visualisation for Housing dataset.
level of 0.05) indicates that there is statistically significant difference between
POD and the other three methods.
Housing data. Housing data is also a popular dataset in the UCI Machine
Learning Repository. It contains 506 data objects, with 14 attributes (11 nu-
merical and 3 categorical). We use the fourth attribute, Charles River dummy
variable (1 if tract bounds river, 0 otherwise) as the outlier label.
The visualisation of Census income dataset is demonstrated in Figure 4.7
with 2 numeric attributes and 1 categorical attribute (green dots are outliers).
Due to the coexistence of the categorical and numerical attributes, it proves very
difficult to separate true outlier away from the majority of the population, and
it is very often hard to even visualise it from various perspectives. However the
POD algorithm shows very superior performance over conventional methods, as
it benefits from being able to jointly considers the interactions of categorical and
numerical attributes.
We also run experiments for 30 times, and in each time randomly pick up 10
outliers and mixed them with all normal data. From the fourth row in Table 4.2,
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we can see that the average detection precision for POD, LOADED, KNN and
LOF is 43.9%, 7%, 37.1% and 0%, respectively. The paired T-test (at the confi-
dence level, 0.1) indicates that there is statistically significant difference between
POD and the other three methods. The problem of low detection precision could
be generated by the implicit outlier definition in this dataset. It means that lots
of data objects labeled as “outliers” although their behaviours do not deviate
data patterns.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a pattern based outlier detection approach,
named POD, for mixed attribute data. A pattern in this thesis is defined as a
mathematical representation that describes the majority of the observations in
datasets and captures the interactions among different types of attributes. In
POD, the more an object deviates from these patterns, the higher its outlier
factor is. We simply have used logistic regression to learn patterns and formu-
late the outlier factor in mixed attribute datasets. Furthermore, a top-n style
POD algorithm has been proposed, and validated over both synthetic and real
world datasets. Experimental results have demonstrated the ability of our new
approach to statistically significantly better discover outliers in terms of detection
precision in mixed attribute data, compared to LOADED, top-n KNN and top-n
LOF. However, POD still has some limitations. First of all, there is a strong
assumption in the POD algorithm that the observed mixed attribute dataset in
any subspace is linearly separable. This limitation is determined by the linear
classifier, logistic regression, we used. The second limitation is that interactions
between categorical attributes have not been considered well because βji has been
simply summed together for all subspaces. As future work, we are aiming to em-
ploy more non-linear classifiers, e.g. support vector machine, to deal with invalid
patterns for logistic regression in mixed attribute data. Further more, we are
trying to extend POD to a general framework that generally deals with mixed
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attribute data.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Research Work and Contributions
Outlier detection is an important research problem which aims to identify ob-
jects with considerably dissimilarity, exception and inconsistency compared to
the majority of observations. It is concerned with discovering the exceptional
behaviour of certain objects. This thesis has presented three pieces of research
work on outlier detection domain, which are the reviews on current outlier de-
tection techniques, followed by the contributions on resolving scattered data and
mixed attribute data problems. In the first part, Chapter 2, we have provided a
structured review of outlier detection techniques. In the review, the most typi-
cal outlier detection techniques and their variants have been critically discussed.
Furthermore, most of the reviewed outlier detection techniques have been the-
oretically and experimentally evaluated by using several data configurations in
which some algorithms fail to detect obvious ourliers. The process of techniques
evaluation has provided a mechanism to develop a deep understanding of current
outlier detection techniques and facilitated the consideration of new ideas.
In the second part, Chapter 3, we have defined a novel Local Distance-based
Outlier Factor (LDOF) to address scattered data problem. LDOF has used the
relative location of an object to its neighbours to determine the degree to which
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the object deviates from its neighbourhood. In order to facilitate parameter
settings in real world applications, we have employed a top-n technique in our
outlier detection approach, where only the objects with the highest LDOF values
are regarded as outliers. Compared to conventional approaches (such as top-n
KNN and top-n LOF), our method top-n LDOF turned out more effective for
detecting outliers in scattered data.
In the third part, Chapter 4, we have proposed a novel Pattern based Outlier
Detection approach (POD). A pattern in this thesis is defined as a mathematical
representation that describes the majority of the observations in datasets and
captures the interactions among different types of attributes. In POD, the out-
lierness of each object has been determined by the degree of the object deviating
from patterns. We have simply used logistic regression to learn patterns and
formulate the outlier factor in mixed attribute datasets. A series of experiments
show that the performance enhancement by the POD is statistically significant
comparing to several classic outlier detection methods.
We summarise our contributions in this thesis as follows.
1. The first contribution is to perform a broad literature review on typical
outlier detection techniques and their latest variants. By the critical review,
several challenges and problems have been identified.
2. The second contribution is to formulate the scatted data problem and to
propose a new distance-based outlier detection technique (LDOF) as a so-
lution to the problem. In LDOF, its lower bound and false-detection prob-
ability have been analysed and mathematically formulated. Furthermore, a
strategy for the selection of parameter k, i.e. the size of the neighbourhood,
has been suggested. Experimental results have demonstrated that our new
approach is able to provide much better outliers detection performance with
both higher precision and greater tolerance over a large range of selected
neighbourhood size parameter k, comparing to top-n KNN and top-n LOF.
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3. The third contribution is to analyse the mixed attribute problem and in-
troduce our pattern based outlier detection method, POD, for the purpose
of outlier detection within complicated datasets.
4. The fourth and the last contribution is the software implementation of the
algorithms we have reviewed and proposed. As those implemented software
packages have been released as open source by the thesis author, it will be
provide a great help to other researchers and practitioner in outlier detection
domain.
5.2 Limitations
For LDOF, how to judge scattered datasets is a main problem from the application
point of view. In other words, although our theoretical analysis and experiments
have proven that LDOF has a great advantage of detecting outliers in scattered
datasets, its superiority in universal datasets has not been fully demostrated.
Therefore, it is necessary to set up a mechanism that could properly determine
whether LDOF should be used instead of KNN and LOF given a dataset.
For POD, the algorithm sometimes shows lower detection precision for some
mixed attribute datasets, e.g. Housing data, because POD has a strong assump-
tion that the observed mixed attribute dataset in any subspace is linearly sep-
arable. This limitation is determined by the linear classifier, logistic regression,
we used in POD algorithm. Further more, the interactions between categorical
attributes have not been considered as βji has been simply summed together for
all subspaces.
5.3 Future Works
Based on the discussion of limitations, we would like to plan our future research
in following directions.
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For LDOF, we are going to define a strict definition of scattered data, and pro-
pose a mechanism to determine when LDOF should be used for a given dataset.
For POD, there will be three research points in the future. The first, we are
aiming to use more non-linear classifiers, e.g. support vector machine, to deal
with invalid patterns for logistic regression in mixed attribute data. The second,
we are trying to extend POD to a general framework, in which the optimal way
of calculating categorical outlier factor can be selected based on different mixed
attribute dataset. The third, we intend to find an algorithm which can automati-
cally identify the most effective attributes so that the overall computational time
of the outlier detection using POD can be significantly reduced.
Appendix A
Definitions of Outlier
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Table A.1: Prevalent outlier definitions [65]
Author Definition
Hawkins
distribution-based outlier: An observation which deviates so much from other observations
as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism [23].
Rousseeuw
and Leroy
distribution-based outlier: Let T be observations from a univariate Normal distribution
N(µ, σ) and o is a point from T . Then the Z-score for o is greater than a pre-selected
threshold if o is an outlier [47].
Laurikkala
et al.
Graph-based outlier: Outliers are points that are present in particular positions of the
graph [39].
Rousseeuw
and Leroy
Depth-based outlier: Depth-based outliers are points in the shallow convex hull layers with
the lowest depth [47].
Scho¨lkopf
et al.
Support vector machine based outlier: Points that are distant from most other points or
are present in relatively sparse regions of the feature space are considered as outliers [49].
Hawkins et
al.
Neural network based outlier: Points that are not reproduced well at the output layer with
high reconstruction error are considered as outliers [58].
Knorr and
Ng
Distance-based outlier: DB(f,D) outlier: An object o in a data set T is an outlier if at
least a fraction f of the objects in T lies at a greater distance than D from o [37].
Ramawamay
et al.
K-Distance outliers: The top n points with the maximum distance to their own kth nearest
neighbour are considered as outliers [46].
Breunig et
al.
Density-based outlier: Outliers are points that lie in the lower local density with respect
to the density of its local neighbourhood [7].
Jiang et al.
Clustering-based outlier: Outliers are points that do not belong to clusters of a data set
or as clusters that are significantly smaller than other clusters [29].
Aggarwal
and Yu
Subspace-based outlier: A point is considered to be an outlier if in some lower-dimensional
projection it is present in a local region of abnormal low density [1].
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Table A.2: Categories of outlier detection methods
Category Advantage Disadvantage
Statistics Based
Approach
• Unsupervised
• Interpretable
• Effective with known distri-
bution
• Distribution dependent
• Non-adaptive
Neighbourhood
Based Approach
• Unsupervised
• Flexible with data types
• Fast algorithm available
• Dependent on distance func-
tion
• Performance varies with
sparseness of data
Relative Density
Based Approach
• Unsupervised
• Effective for complex
datasets
• Dependent on distance func-
tion
• Performance varies with
sparseness of data
Classification
Based Approach
• Unsupervised or supervised
for multiple class applica-
tions
• Fast in detection phase
• Computationally intensive
in learning phase
• Lack of anomalous scores
Clustering Based
Approach
• Unsupervised • Dependent on clustering al-
gorithm performance
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Appendix B
Evaluation of Outlier Detection
Methods
B.1 Data Configurations
Data configurations we selected consists of outliers and inliers. The outlier types
are classified into two categories: global outliers and contextual outliers [8]. In
following subsection, we will explain those two types of outliers respectively, by
demonstrating synthetic data configurations. In addition, we also illustrate three
typical data configurations where the specific object is regarded as inlier (not a
outlier), so as to evaluate the false positive rate for surveyed methods.
B.1.1 Global outliers
Global outliers are the most common outlier type, which take the focus of cur-
rent outlier detection research. In this outlier type, an individual data object is
regarded as an outlier if it is different from the rest of data [8]. As demonstrated
in Figure 2.1, objects O1 and O2, lie outside the boundary of the normal regions,
and hence are global outliers since they are different from normal data objects.
As shown in the simple data configurations in Table B.1, specified objects (circles,
denoted by p) lie outs the normal regions (data clouds).
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Table B.1: Simple data configurations of Global Outliers.
Dataset
ID Data configuration Outlier description
DC1
The outlier p lies outside the
data cloud.
DC2
The outlier p lies in the mid-
dle of two data clouds.
DC3
There are more than one
outliers lie outside the data
cloud.
DC4
There is a min-cluster de-
viates from the major data
cloud but it is labeled as
normal.
DC5
There are two clusters: one
is sparse; another is dense.
The local outlier p lies out-
side the dense cluster.
DC6
There are a few clusters
surrounding several isolated
outliers.
DC7
There are a few clusters
surrounding several crowed
outliers
DC8
There are a few clusters
with various data distribu-
tions.
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B.1.2 Contextual outliers
Contextual outliers are the data objects which are anomalous in specific contexts
(but not otherwise) [8]. The context in the notation is referred to the structure
of dataset or a specified part of the problem formulation [8]. This type of outliers
is also common in the real world problems, such as conditional outliers [52]. As
shown in Figure 2.6, object p2 is identified as an outlier though it is not obvious
from a global view. Therefore, p2 is called contextual outlier because it deviates
its local context (cluster C2). In this review, six typical data configurations of
contextual outliers are demonstrated in Table B.2. One thing we should notice
that we can classify the local outliers [7], shown in Fig, into either contextual
outliers or global outliers, because local outliers have the features of both types.
B.1.3 Inlier cases
False positive rate is also an important evaluation criterion in the outlier detection
tasks, e.g. anti-virus in computer security [63]. In this literature review, with
the purpose of evaluating the false positive rate for our reviewed outlier detection
methods, three typical cases are demonstrated in Table B.3, where the specified
circle object p is intuitively regarded as an inlier.
B.2 Detection Performance Evaluation
B.2.1 Evaluation methods and settings
In this section, the detection evaluation is performed applied to the 17 typical
data configurations. We use the short name for each method mentioned in Chap-
ter 2, e.g. using LOF instead local outlier factor. Three methods are used in
the evaluation procedure, which are implementation by the thesis author, down-
loaded from open source and theoretical analysis. The programming languages
are C++ (Visual Studio 2005) and MATLAB (MATLAB 2008b). The computer
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Table B.2: Simple data configurations of Contextual Outliers.
Dataset
ID Data configuration Outlier description
DC9
Normal data objects lie on
a line. The outlier p is far
from the line.
DC10
The outlier p is close to the
line.
DC11
A categorical datasets with
two attributes. The outlier
p deviates the distribution
of one attribute.
DC12
Normal data objects lie
alone a semicircle. The out-
lier p is close the semicircle.
DC13
Normal data objects lie
alone a circle. The outlier
p is in the middle of the cir-
cle.
DC14
There are two crossed lines.
The outlier p lies in the mid-
dle of the two lines.
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Table B.3: Simple data configurations of typical Inliers.
Dataset
ID Data configuration Outlier description
DC15
The object p lies on the edge
of the data cloud.
DC16
The object p is in the middle
of the data cloud.
DC17
There is a complex clus-
ter with different density re-
gions. The object p lies on
the edge of dense region.
environment is Window XP Service Pack 3, Pentium 4 3.20G CPU with 1G RAM.
In our experiments, all data configurations are normalised into the same range
[0, 1]. We generate 100 data objects for one cluster in these data configurations,
and generate 50 data objects line-shape or round-shape dataset, e.g. data con-
figurations in Table B.2.
In the benchmarking table, TableB.4, we use footnote mark (1 - 17) to make
comments for each method on each data configuration, and list these comments
in Table B.7.
B.2.2 Evaluation of distribution based method
We denote the distribution based method proposed in [5] as the original distribu-
tion based method, DBM for short. After performing the experiments over the
data configurations, see Table B.1, Table B.2 and Table B.3, we summaries the
outlier detection capabilities of the two distribution based methods. The DBM
is only effective in the datasets with an explicit and simple data distribution,
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such as the simple data configuration DC1 and DC3 of global outlier cases. The
DBM method fails in cases DC2, DC4, DC5, DC6, DC7 and DC8 because the
datasets are complex and the covariance matrix are sensitive for outliers.
For the six contextual outliers, the DBM method can detect the line shaped
outliers in DC9 and DC10, because the normal objects show a very simple dis-
tribution, and the outliers obviously lie outside the distribution. No matter how
close the specified object p to the object line but not in the line, the object p
shows the most suspicious degree (greatest Mahalanobis distance in there) to be
an outlier. The DBM is also capable the detect the outlier in the categorical data
set DC11 if there are only a few attributes (e.g. 2 attributes shown in the toy
example). As the normal data in the data examples DC12, DC13 and DC14 do
show a non-standard distribution, the specified object p will be identified as an
inlier. DBM does occur any false positive instance in the three inlier cases shown
in Table B.3.
For comparison, we denote the distribution based outlier detection method
using Minimum Covariance Determinant in [22] as MCD. Although MCD has
the robust covariance matrix estimator, its basic assumption determines the dis-
tribution based method is incapable of the dataset with complex distribution.
Thus, for the data configurations in global outliers, MCD has the same perfor-
mance with DBM. However, there is one thing we should notice that MCD can
detect the outlier in the contextual outlier cases DC14 besides it is also capa-
ble in DC9, DC10 and DC11. Because the estimation of covariance matrix in
MCD does not affected too much by the outlier p, using Mahalanobis distance
can indicate the object p is outside the majority distribution. (A MATLAB
tool box fastmcd was used in the experiments, which can be downloaded from:
http://www.agoras.ua.ac.be/.)
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B.2.3 Evaluation of graphical-aid based method
We denote the box plot outlier detection method [39] as BPO in our evaluation
section. It uses five parameters to represent the body of data distribution, and
the outliers are deviated from the box. Therefore, the BPO method is capable for
detecting outliers in the datasets which have clear data distributions (single or a
few clusters)but incapable for the complex data structure. In our simple outlier
data configurations, BPO method is suitable for DC1 and DC3 cases because
their datasets only have a single cluster or a single distribution and the outlier
object p is clearly far from the distribution body. In data configuration DC2,
when the two clusters are far away enough, the BPO method works. However,
when the two clusters is too close, this method may fail to detect the outlier object
p as it will recognise the object p is a part of the multivariate data distribution.
For the data configuration DC4, the BPO method does not have the capability
to identify the objects in the mini-cluster as inliers if the mini-cluster is farther
than genius outlier p from the major data cloud. The BPO method also fails in
the data configurations DC5, DC6, DC7 and DC8 as their data structures are
too complex.
For the contextual outliers, the BPO method does not work for the most of
configurations except the simplest cases: DC9 and DC10. This method also han-
dle the mixed attributes case DC11 if there are only a few categorical attributes
and the data distribution of each attribute is simple. For the inlier cases, the
BPO method does not generate any false-positive detection over the three simple
data configurations. (A MATLAB statistical function boxplot was used in the
experiments.).
B.2.4 Evaluation of depth based method
Basically, MVE and CP are effective for the dataset with a single cluster, but
incapable for complex data structure. For our outlier data configurations (assume
in 2D cases), only the configurations with single cluster can be tackled, such as
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DC1 and DC3. MVE and CP can also detect outliers in DC2 if the two clusters
are close enough and the outlier p deviates from the middle region of the two
clusters. MVE and CP fail in DC4, DC5, DC6, DC7 and DC8 as these data
structures geometrically cover the genuine outliers.
For contextual outlier examples, MVE and CP can handle the data configura-
tions DC9, DC10, DC11, because the outliers can be geometrically peeled from
the majority of normal data. On the contrary, MVE and CP are incapable for
the rest of cases, i.e. DC12, DC13 and DC14. For the inlier cases, the specified
object p may be falsely altered in DC15 as an outlier if we do not know the exact
number of genuine outliers. As the two depth based methods MVE and CP have
the same detecting capabilities over these data configurations, we only use MVE
to indicate the performance of depth based method in the evaluation Table B.4.
(A MATLAB package LMS was used in the experiments, which can be down-
loaded from the website: http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/801.)
B.2.5 Evaluation of mixture probabilistic model based method
We denote the mixture probabilistic outlier detection model proposed in [12] as
MPM in our evaluation section. We only theoretically analyse MPM because it is
hard to implement. For the simple data configurations, MPM is capable for the
cases in DC1, DC2, DC3 (if the number of outliers is very small with respect
to the number of all the data objects), DC6 and DC7 as these four datasets can
be easily modeled and the outliers are explicitly far from the majority data. On
the contrary, MPM fails to detect outliers in DC4 (false alerted in mini-clusters),
DC5 (can not distinguish local outliers) and DC8 (can not model the complex
cluster well, so than can not distinguish the outliers closed to the complex cluster).
For contextual outliers, MPM is only effective for the cases in DC9, DC10,
DC11 and DC14 (if the outlier p is not too close to the cross object of the two
lines) because these contextual structures can be easily leaned, while it fails in
DC12 and DC13. For inlier cases, if the threshold of the log likelihood is not
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properly set, i.e. too small, the specified object p will be identified as an outlier
in DC15. For DC16 and DC17, MPM will not generate false positive instance.
B.2.6 Evaluation of neighbourhood based methods
We denote kth Nearest Neighbour Distance outlier detection method as KND for
short.
All of the distance based outlier methods we mentioned here, KNN, ORCA,
SNIF, KND and LDOF are effective to detect global outliers no matter how the
data structure is. Therefore, these distance based methods can detect outliers in
data configurations: DC1, DC2, DC3, DC6, DC7 and DC8. These methods ex-
cept LDOF, are incapable for the scattered dataset DC4 (contains mini-clusters),
and the local outlier dataset DC5. There is one thing we should mentioned that
in distance based methods, the number of nearest neighbours k is crucial for the
detection ability. If the k is too small, all of these methods will fail in DC7 where
several outliers are crowded together.
For the contextual outlier cases, the distance based outliers will be effective if
the outlier p can be geometrically proved to have a sparse neighbourhood com-
pared to normal data. Thus, all methods are capable in DC9 as the outlier p lies
far from the data line. The condition that distance methods work in DC10 is the
k should not be small (e.g. 3) because p is too close to the normal data line. For
the same reason, these methods are also capable for the crossing line data con-
figuration DC14. The distance methods are also effective in a simple categorical
dataset, DC11 (there are only a few attributes, e.g. 2). The dense of normal
data regions in DC12 and DC13 determines whether these methods work or not.
If the normal data region is sparse, there is no difference of outlierness between
normal data and the outlier. However, if there are enough neighbours in a small
radius for normal data, the outlier p can be easily distinguished. LDOF is inca-
pable for the data configuration DC13, no matter how the number of normal data
changed. For the inlier cases, all of these distance based methods show negative in
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any situation. (KNN, KND and LDOF are implemented by author. ORCA can
be downloaded from: http://www.isle.org/ sbay/software/orca/. SNIF can be
downloaded from: http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/%7Etaoyf/paper/kdd06.html.)
B.2.7 Evaluation of relative density based methods
The density based outlier detection methods mentioned above (LOF, LOCI, SLOM
and COF) are robust for both global and local outliers because they not only con-
sider the density of the observing object, but also take densities around its neigh-
bours into account. Therefore, this kind of method can detect outliers no matter
how complex the cluster structure is. These density based methods are effective
in the all global outlier configurations except DC4. These methods may falsely
detect objects in the mini-cluster as outliers if the parameter k is set greater than
the number of objects in the mini-cluster.
For the contextual outliers, LOF is capable in DC9, DC10, DC12, DC13
and DC14, while SLOM fail in all of the six data configurations. Because COF is
designed for the contextual structure data, it is effective for the six configurations,
but the outlier p should not be too close to the data line in DC10. As LOCI
also considers the sparse neighbourhood, theoretically, it is also capable for all
of the contextual data configurations, however, the parameters must be carefully
selected.
For the inlier cases, all the four methods do not generate the false positive
instance in DC15 and DC16. However, LOF, LOCI and COF may falsely detect
the specified object p as an outlier in DC17. For LOF and LOCI, the density
change of p may be greater than that of other scattered objects because p is
quite close to the dense region. For COF, the scattered object, especially on the
edge of the cluster may be identified as an outlier because its average length of
neighbours’ nearest path may be greater than others. The algorithm of LOF is
implemented by the thesis author.
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B.2.8 Evaluation of multi-class classification methods
Evaluation of Bayesian networks based method
The pros of Bayesian networks based method is that it can handle the multi-class
data and review the dependencies between attributes. The cons is that the label
for each class is required, and it has a very heavy computing load in the model
training process.
Evaluation of decision tree based method
The pros of decision tree based method is that it does not require any prior knowl-
edge of the data unlike many statistical methods or neural methods which require
parameters or distribution models derived from the dataset [25]. And it is robust,
and not suffer the Curse of Dimensionality as they focus on the salient attributes,
and work well on noisy data [25]. The drawback is that, because decision trees
only have simple class boundaries compared with the complex class boundaries,
the methods in this category may fail in complicate structure datasets.
The decision tree classification technique are suitable for categorical datasets.
Its performance for numeric attributes is determined by how properly discretise
the continuous values. Therefore, in the decision tree based method, discretisation
is a crucial task when processing numeric or mixed attribute dataset.
We denote the decision tree based outlier detection method proposed in [33]
as RDT in the evaluation section. Based on the technique analysis above, the
detecting performance is determined by the classification ability of decision tree
C4.5. Therefore, the outlier detection accuracy may be not guaranteed especially
for the complex structure datasets. Thereby, RDT is only effective in the data
configurations DC1, DC2 and DC3 which are easily classified by C4.5 decision
tree without clean training data.
For the contextual outlier cases, RDT is capable for the configurations with
simple structure, i.e. DC9, DC10, DC11 and DC14 (the outlier p should be far
from the crossing object). RDT will not generate false positive instance over the
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three inlier configurations. (Evaluation method: theoretical analysis.)
B.2.9 Evaluation of one-class classification methods
Evaluation of one class support vector machine method
We denote the one class support vector machine outlier detection method pro-
posed in [50, 49] as SVM in our evaluation section. In SVM, the outlier detection
performance is determined by how well the mapping function projects all normal
data into a small region. Therefore, the selection of kernel function and param-
eter setting are crucial for the detection ability. Without loss generality, in our
experiments, we only use two common kernel functions, Polynomial and Gaus-
sian kernels, in order to test the robustness of this method over different datasets.
After running over 14 simple data configurations, SVM is effective in more outlier
cases than the previous reviewed methods. For details, it can detect outliers in
DC1, DC2, DC3, DC6, DC7, DC9, DC10, DC11. However, the parameters
in the kernel function and the one class SVM should be carefully selected for
each data configurations. SVM fails for the rest of outlier data configurations be-
cause the two kernel functions can not project the multi-clusters very well result
in missing genuine outliers. However, we can not say that SVM is incapable for
these kind of data configurations as there may be a better kernel function existed.
For the three inlier data configurations, SVM is easy to generate false positive
instance for the specified object p in DC15 if parameters in the one class SVM
are not properly chosen. SVM will not generate false positive alert in DC16 and
DC17. (The open source SVM software, LibSVM was used in the experiments,
which can be downloaded from: www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/.)
Evaluation of neural networks based method
The pros of neural networks based method is that does not require the prior
knowledge of data distribution and it can model the complex class boundaries.
However, neural networks needs a lot of time to train the network modeling the
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data correctly. Thus, two drawbacks arise:
1. neural networks only can handle low dimensional dataset. It is susceptible
to high dimensional datasets, where the training of neural networks are
inefficient.
2. The trained neural networks may be skewed by the outliers.
We denote the neural networks based method proposed in [24, 58] as RNN
in the rest of the section. Theoretically, for low dimensional datasets, RNN can
handle all data configurations in global outlier cases (outliers only take a very
small fractions of datasets), except for DC4 (it can not model the mini-cluster
well) and DC5 (incapable for local outlier).
For contextual outliers, RNN is effective to detect outliers in the line structures
datasets, e.g. DC9, DC10, DC11 and DC14 (the outlier p should far from
the crossing object) because the normal data in these cases are easy to model.
Furthermore, RNN is also capable for the data configurations DC12 and DC13
with restrict constrains - the normal data should be well shaped and the number of
normal data should be significantly greater than the number of outliers. Because
of the over fitting problem, RNN will easily generate false positive instances for
the inlier case DC15 if the cluster has a very loose boundary.
B.2.10 Evaluation of clustering based methods
Clustering-based methods do not require priori knowledge of observing dataset.
They can efficiently filter and remove outliers in large datasets [65]. However,
their outlier detection performance is determined by the ability of clustering al-
gorithms they used.
We denote the clustering-based method proposed in [29] as KMST for short
in our evaluation section. For the global outlier data configurations, both KMST
and ROF are capable for the datasets with explicit cluster structures, such as
DC1, DC2, DC3, DC6 and DC7, but they cannot detect outliers in DC4 (false
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alert the mini-cluster) and DC5 (can not identify local outlier). For configuration
DC8, whether KMST and ROF work or not depends on two factors: (1) the
complexity of cluster distribution; (2) the position of outliers. If the clusters
in DC8 are too complicated, or outliers are too close to these normal regions
(clusters), both of them are fail because K-mean and TURN are ineffective to
cluster data in these cases.
For contextual outliers, KMST and ROF are only suitable for simple structure
configurations, e.g. DC9, DC11 (small number of attributes). If the outlier p is
too close to the data line, the two methods are incapable. KMST and ROF fail
in DC12, DC13 and DC14 as the two clustering algorithms are ineffective for
these data structures. For the inlier cases, only ROF may generate false positive
instance if the boundary of the cluster is loose in DC15. (Evaluation method:
theoretical analysis.)
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Table B.6: The names of outlier detection methods
Acronym Full name
DBM The distribution based outlier detection method proposed in [5].
MCD
The distribution based outlier detection method using Minimum
Covariance Determinant technique proposed in [22].
BPO The Box Plot based outlier detection method proposed in [39].
MVE
The Minimum Volume Ellipsoid outlier detection method pro-
posed in [47].
MPM
The Mixed Probabilistic Model outlier detection method proposed
in [12].
SVM
The One Class Support Vector Machine outlier detection method
proposed in [50, 49].
RNN
The Neural Networks based outlier detection method proposed
in [24, 58].
KNN
The K-Nearest Neighbour distance based outlier detection
method proposed in [37].
ORCA
The distance based outlier detection method using running rules
proposed in [6].
SNIF
The distance based outlier detection method using Scan with Pri-
oritised Flushing (SNIF) techniques proposed in [55].
KND
The Kth Nearest Neighbour Distance outlier detection method
proposed in [46].
LDOF The Local Distance-based Outlier Factor proposed in [64].
LOF The Local Outlier Factor proposed in [7].
LOCI
The Local Correlation Integral outlier detection method proposed
in [44].
SLOM
The Spatial Local Outlier Measure outlier detection method pro-
posed in [53].
COF The Connectivity-based Outlier Factor proposed in [54].
KMST
The clustering-based outlier detection method using K-mean and
Minimum Spanning Tree techniques, proposed in [29].
ROF The Resolution-based Outlier Factor proposed in [14].
RDT
The Robust Decision Tree based outlier detection method pro-
posed in [33].
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Table B.7: Summary of constrains over simple data configurations
Footnote
ID Constrains
1
The cluster should be approximate to a standard statis-
tical distribution.
2 The number of attributes should not be too much.
3
The specified object p should not be too close to the
crossing objects.
4 The two clusters should be far away enough.
5
The two clusters should be close enough and the spec-
ified object p should deviate from the middle region of
the two clusters.
6
The approximate number of outliers should be known
before hand.
7
The percentage of outliers in the whole dataset should
be very small.
8 The anomaly threshold should be reasonably small.
9
The kernel function should be properly chosen and pa-
rameters also should be carefully set.
10 The class label is required.
11 The boundary of the cluster should not be too loose.
12 The size of neighbourhood should not be large.
13 The size of neighbourhood should not be small.
14 The density in the normal data regions should be high.
15 The size of neighbourhood should not be large.
16 The structure of cluster should not be too complex.
17
The LOF fails in this data configuration because the
specified object p is in a sparse region but most of near-
est neighbours are in the dense region.
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Appendix C
Proof of Theorems
C.1 Proof Sketch of Theorem 3.4
∗∗Consider data sampled from a continuous density (e.g. Gaussian or other stan-
dard distributions). For fixed k, as sample size N goes to infinity, the size of the
k-nearest neighbours region tends to zero. Locally any continuous distribution is
approximately uniform. In the following we assume a uniform density around xp.
The achieved result then generalizes to arbitrary distributions continuous at xp
by taking the limit N →∞.
Without loss of generality, let xp = 0. Fix some sufficiently small radius r > 0
and let Br be the ball of radius r around 0. By assumption, data D is locally
uniformly distributed, which induces a uniform distribution in Br, i.e. all xi ∈ Np
are uniformly distributed random variables in Br. Hence their expected value
IE[xi] = 0. This implies
IE[D¯xp ] =
1
k(k − 1)E
[∑
i 6=i′
(||xi||2 − 2xi · xi′ + ||xi′ ||2)
]
(C.1)
=
2
k
∑
xi∈Np
E[||xi||2] = 2IE[d¯xp ].
In the first equality we simply expanded the square in the definition of D¯xp , where
· is the scalar product. In the second equality we used IE[xi·xi′ ] = IE[xi]·IE[xi′ ] = 0
∗∗Thanks Prof. Marcus Hutter for the great efforts on the proof of theorems.
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for i 6= i′. The last equality is just the definition of d¯xp for xp = 0. Taking the
ratio we get
IE[d¯xp ]/IE[D¯xp ] = 1/2.
Note that the only property of the sampling distribution we used was IE[xi] = 0,
i.e. the result holds for more general distributions (e.g. any symmetric distribution
around xp = 0).
Using the central limit theorem or explicit calculation, one can show that for
large k and N , the distributions of d¯xp and D¯xp concentrate around their means
IE[d¯xp ] and IE[D¯xp ], respectively, which implies that d¯xp/D¯xp ≈ 1/2 with high
probability.
This also shows that for any sampling density continuous at xp (since they
are locally approximately uniform), d¯xp/D¯xp → 12 holds, provided D¯xp → 0. We
skip the formal proof.
C.2 Proof Sketch of Theorem 3.5
∗∗We follow the notation used in the proof of Theorem 3.4. We consider a uniform
data distribution first. For xp = 0 and dropping p, we can write the distances as
d¯ = x2, D¯ =
2k
k − 1(x
2 − x¯2), x¯2 := ||1
k
∑
j∈N
xj||2, x2 := 1
k
∑
j∈N
||xj||2
For xj uniformly distributed in ball Br := {x : ||x|| ≤ r}, one can compute the
mean square length explicitly:
a := IE[||xj||2] =
∫
Br
||x||2 dx
Volume(Br)
=
∫ r
0
r2rd−1dr∫ r
0
rd−1dr
=
d
d+ 2
r2 (C.2)
where d is the dimensionality of x = xj ∈ X = IRd. The first equality is just
the definition of a uniform expectation over Br. The second equality exploits
rotational symmetry and reduces the d-dimensional integral to a one-dimensional
radial integral. The last equality is elementary. The expected values of x2 and
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x¯2, respectively, are
IE[x2] =
1
k
∑
j
IE[||xj||2] = a (C.3)
IE[x¯2] =
1
k2
∑
j,j′
IE[xj · xj′ ] = 1
k2
∑
j
IE[x2j ] =
1
k
a (C.4)
where we have exploited IE[xj ·xj′ ] = IE[xj] · IE[xj′ ] = 0 for j 6= j′. By rearranging
terms, we see that
d¯ > cD¯ ⇔ x¯2 > γx2, where 1
k
< γ := 1− k − 1
2kc
< 1 (c > 1
2
)
Thus we need (bounds on) the probabilities that x2 and x¯2 deviate (significantly)
from their expectation. For any (vector-valued) i.i.d. random variables x1, ..., xk
and any function f(x1, ..., xk) symmetric under permutation of its arguments,
McDiarmid’s inequality can be written as follows:
Let ∆ ≥ ∆′ := sup
x2..xk
{sup
x1
f(x1, ..., xk)− inf
x1
f(x1, ..., xk)}, then
P[f(x1, ..., xk)− IE[f(x1, ..., xk)] ≥ t] ≤ exp{−2t2/k∆} ∀t ≥ 0
For f1 := x¯
2 an elementary calculation using xj ∈ Br gives ∆′1 = 4(k − 1)r2/k2.
For f2 := x2 we get ∆
′
2 = r
2/k straightforwardly. Now consider the real quantity
of interest: f(x1, ..., xk) := x¯
2 − γx2. Combining the ranges, we can bound
∆′ ≤ ∆′1 + γ∆′2 ≤ 5r2/k =: ∆. The expectation of f is IE[x¯2 − γx2] = 1ka − γa.
Let t := a(γ − 1
k
) > 0. Then using McDiarmid’s inequality we get
P[d¯ > cD¯] = P[x¯2 > γx2] = P[(x¯2 − γx2)− IE[x¯2 − γx2] ≥ t]
≤ exp{−2t2/k∆2} ≤ exp{−a(k − 2)}
The last inequality follows from
2t2
k∆2
=
2a2k
25r4
(
γ − 1
k
)2
=
2k
25
( d
d+ 2
)2 [(
1− 1
k
)(
1− 1
2c
)]2
≥ a
where we have inserted ∆, a, and γ, and used k(1− 1
k
)2 ≥ k − 2 and a from the
theorem. This proves the theorem for uniform distribution.
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An analogous argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that the result
still holds for non-uniform distributions if N →∞, since a continuous density is
locally approximately uniform.
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